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ABSTRACT
BLACK STUDENT PERCEPTIONS
OF PREDOMINANTLY WHITE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AMHERST AND ITS RELATIONSHIP TO
THE CCEBMS PROGRAM
FEBRUARY 1998
SEAN S. WARNER
BA., CITY COLLEGE OF NEW YORK
M.Ed., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Richard J. Clark, Jr.

This study observes and investigates the relationship between a
predominantly White institution of higher education and its African-American
student population. It explores how Black students conceptualize the
uniqueness of their experience at the University of Massachusetts Amherst in
terms of the Committee for the Collegiate Education of Black and other
Minority Students (CCEBMS) Program.
Three different methodologies were utilized to assess the inquiry. Focus
groups, individual interviews, and survey-questionnaires were implemented to
gain greater insights into the realities of Black juniors and seniors at the
University of Massachusetts Amherst. A total of fourteen- nine women and five
men-participated in the focus groups and interviews. The focus groups met
twice and took place over a two-week period. Six individuals out of the
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original fourteen volunteered to be interviewed, so as to look closer at the
issues previously raised in the focus group sessions. Lastly, surveyquestionnaires were generated based upon the information revealed via the
focus group and interview sessions. Over two hundred-fifty surveys were
disseminated across campus to African-American juniors and seniors in an
effort to weigh their responses against the data previously collected.
The qualitative and quantitative instrumentation used examined the
attitudes of African-American students towards university practices and
whether or not the construction of a culturally-specific program, otherwise
known as the Committee for the Collegiate Education of Black and other
Minority Students (CCEBMS), helped shape or modify their opinions.
The findings of this study revealed that: 1) Black students in social
science courses encounter a highly racialized climate, which expects Black
students to represent the entire Black collective; 2) Black students, initially,
are frustrated by having to negotiate where they belong and how they’re
supposed to behave in a racially segregated setting in all contexts that relate to
campus life; 3) the Committee for the Collegiate Education of Black and other
Minority Students (CCEBMS) Program minimally influences or impacts how
African-American collegians interpret their experience at the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst; and 4) that many Black students believe that their
success relies on their ability to effectively balance the duality of their reality,
which requires them to be part-student/part-politician.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Problem Statement

A generation after the Brown decision (in 1955) Black and White
students in this country still remain, educationally, segregated. In 1988 the
National School Boards Association examined K-12 schools, where a
majority of Black and Hispanic students account for 90% or more of the
enrollment. They found in cities like Chicago that 81 percent of Black
children attend such schools; 84 percent in New Orleans; 91 percent in
Atlanta; and 97 percent in Newark, New Jersey (Roebuck & Murty, 1993).
According to the researchers almost two-thirds of all Black students
(63.3%) still attend segregated schools (most of which are public schools).
More than 70 percent of the pupils enrolled in some public school systems
in Illinois, Mississippi, New York, Michigan, California, Maryland, and New
Jersey are comprised of Black students who seem to account for more than
50 percent in places like Arkansas, Massachusetts, Georgia, Tennesee,
South Carolina, Connecticut, Missouri, Louisianna, Texas, Oklahoma, and
Ohio (Roebuck & Murty, 1993).
The nature of educational segregation between Blacks and Whites
takes on different dimensions in institutions of higher education. Roebuck
l

and Murty (1993) claim that 83% of all the Black children in this country
who are graduating from public school systems are enrolling in
predominantly White institutions of higher education, which make up 84%
of the colleges and universities in the United States (National Center for
Educational Statistics, 1995). This data reflects the Census Bureau’s (1995)
demographics which displays a Black American population of 12.9% and a
White American population of 82.9%. Most American college campuses
with the exception of historically Black colleges and universities (HBCU’s)
are predominantly White.
The racial climate of most of our nation's colleges and universities is
unstable. The many reports of marginalization, social isolation, and
culturally bigoted episodes against African-American students on college
campuses has almost reached a level of normalcy.
Allen (1985), in a study of 695 Black undergraduates attending six
White Universities in the Midwest, Southeast, Far West, and Northeast,
found that 45%, almost half, believed themselves to be disconnected from
the campus social life.
Similarly, Nieves (1977) discovered that many of the Black students
he studied felt culturally alienated and disenfranchised from the college
educational experience. Yet, regardless of their hue, students are required
to perform to the same academic standards, whether they’re conducive or
not to their orientation of mind. Very often, Black students on
predominantly White campuses experience what Allen (1992) calls
2

‘academic anxiety’ as a result of the hostility and enmity they encounter. It

impedes their ability to be scholastically productive.
Subsequently, many of the predominantly White universities across
the country have implemented academic support programs to retain and
assist their Black students. The University of Massachusetts/Amherst is no
different. In fact, the Committee for the Collegiate Education of Black and
other Minority Students (CCEBMS) program began almost thirty years ago
and appears to be the model for other schools that have attempted this
kind of initiative.
In the Winter of 1967-1968, Randolph Bromery, an AfricanAmerican professor in the Geology department, along with (the only) five
other Black faculty, conducted a survey which revealed that more than
16,000 students were in attendance; only 36 were African-American. Based
on this very disturbing statistic, the group of African-American professors
designed and erected the CCEBMS program in an effort to create a support
system that would recruit and retain Black and other minority students at
predominantly White Umass/Amherst.
The initiative was approved by the faculty and student senate.
According to Bromeiy, by the fall of 1968, 125 African-American students
were enrolled at Umass/Amherst via the CCEBMS program. The
organization has grown since then and currently serves over 800 students
of color (CCEBMS Unit Plan, 1995) out of an undergraduate student
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population of 18, 341 (UMass/Amherst Office of Institutional Research,
1996). Even though the CCEBMS graduation rate is greater than, or at least
equal to, the University's, the paradox of why an academic support
program designed thirty years ago to institutionalize its practices of
acclimating Black students (creating what Bromery calls a "critical mass" of
African-Americans, consisting of students and faculty to promote a sense of
inclusion and belonging) still remains.
The present study seeks to explore the perceptions of CCEBMS
students, who by nature of their program's political complexion remain
disinvested and alienated from the mainstream campus culture.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study is to closely examine at the perceptions
and experiences of current African-American (CCEBMS) students as they
relate to issues of support, integration, alienation, and segmentation on the
campus of predominantly White UMass/Amherst. While the primary focus
will be on the perceptions and experiences of Black students, the study will
also explore the extent to which the realities of CCEBMS students are
typical or atypical, in relationship to the cultural rhythm of the campus.
This dissertation study will be conducted mainly through a
phenomenological lens.
4

Definition of the Terms

Academic Advising - a component of the CCEBMS program
designed to provide assistance with course selection during
registration and preregistration periods, in addition to
helping students develop a course plan (CCEBMS Brochure,
1992).
Acclimatation - physiological adjustment by an organism to
environmental change (Websters, 1993).
Attrition -1. a reduction in the college's enrollment as a
result of dropouts or transfers regardless of the reasons
(Astin,1979); 2. In the context of at-risk minority students
refers to a) students who either permanently drop out of
school or transfer voluntarily to another campus and b)
students who are dropped from school as a result of
inadequate grades (Levin & Levin, 1991).
Retention - refers to students who continue to reenroll on the
same college campus or students who eventually earn a
degree from that institution (Levin & Levin, 1991)
Persistence - refers to students who elect not to drop out of
college (Levin & Levin, 1991).
CCEBMS - The Committee for the Collegiate Education of
Black and other Minority Students (CCEBMS Brochure,
1992).
Peer Counseling - a component of the CCEBMS program
designed to help the first-year students "settle down" into the
university life with ease. It provides ongoing training for its
counselors who are CCEBMS upperclassmen. (CCEBMS
Brochure, 1992).

Tutorial component - a key component of the CCEBMS
program designed to help its students through the use of
graduate students, who go through a training program that
focuses on social awareness and pedagogy. (CCEBMS
Brochure, 1992).
S
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Significance of the Study

Recognizing that 84% of all institutions of higher education in the
United States are predominantly White, it makes sense to assume that
most, like UMass/Amherst, have minority academic support programs
designed to recruit and retain collegians of color. The idea of maintaining
or implementing programming designed to acclimate students of color to
White campuses endemically implies that predominantly White college
campuses, like UMass/Amherst, are not really inviting to melanated
students. To ask African-American students who have perpetually and
historically experienced situations of social and cultural dissonance to
optimally maximize their academic performance is absurd. Yet, this is what
the University of Massachusetts/Amherst appears to ask African-American
students to subscribe to via the CCEBMS program. Black students in
Amherst are inclined not to buy it They seem to be alienating themselves
from a campus system that isolates them, anyway.
The obscurity surrounding the reason for this dynamic at
Umass/Amherst and other schools across the country, serves as the
justification for this proposed, in-depth, analysis. It is hoped that the study
will generate potentially useful information that may be extracted and
utilized not only at Umass/Amherst, but at other predominantly White
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Universities in the U. S. that have constructed academic support structures
for Black and minority collegians.

About the Researcher

I grew up and spent 12 years in the New York City school system.
Through that time I constructed a mindset that African-Americans and
European-Americans by nature saw and understood the world differently.
Thus, my socialization taught me that the separation of the two groups,
along financial, residential, academic, and political lines was an organic
thing. Before college my urban world rationalized this kind of segregation
as the natural offspring of socio-cultural differences that normally existed. I
did not yet realize that there was nothing normal about the lens I was
using to interpret the world around me.
As I became acquainted with American History, I understood that
the segregation between Black and White Americans was, in fact, an
abnormal ‘normal’ reality. Abnormal because we’re all human and valuable
and therefore, should not practice division, yet the segregation is normal
because we believe that differences in pigmentation and culture translate
the worth of human-beings.
In light of this revelation I cancelled my subscription to separatist
notions and dedicated myself to those concepts consistent with education,
inclusion, and equal empowerment with the hope of authentic integration.
7

Upon coming to the University of Massachusetts/Amherst for
graduate work in Education, I worked as a teaching assistant for two years
at the Committee for the Collegiate Education of Black and Other Minority
Students (CCEBMS). I controlled and directed the Peer Counseling
component of the program. As the Peer Counseling Coordinator I had the
distinct advantage of observing CCEBMS and the African-American
students in its program.
As a Black graduate student and a teaching assistant at CCEBMS, my
experiences rendered me a unique perspective in terms of how I
understood the racial consciousness of the campus. I’ve come to believe
and postulate the following notions:

- CCEBMS is a political construct with academic means.
- Predominantly White University of Massachusetts Amherst
and other PWIs were never designed to accommodate Black
students.
- The university sees CCEBMS as its answer for political
correctness regarding issues of ethnicity and academics.
- CCEBMS, politically, should not be in operation now,
but it still is and continues to help its students graduate at a
higher rate than the University averages for all its students.

- If CCEBMS goes out of business the needs of Black students,
will not and cannot be met, because of the endemic
racist mindset of the university's operation. In essence
CCEBMS cannot go out of business.
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- Many Black American students, at times, do learn, or
respond, differently than their White counterparts in
the context of formal (mainstream) education.

As a result of the intimacy of my contact with the CCEBMS program
I cannot help but have particular postulations and presumptions regarding
how CCEBMS students conceptualize, frame, and understand the inherent
isolation they experience from the maintstream campus. I've found the
treatment of the CCEBMS students to be potentially contradictory to the
mission statement of the program. In addition, there appears to be some
obscurity around what academic support programming really means, in
terms of the African-American collegiate experience at White institutions.
I understand that the framing of my dissertation study could be
tainted or jeopardized by my previous involvement with CCEBMS and its
students. However, I also realize that the nature of my familiarity with the
program can render greater insight into the dilemma I'm examining.
Therefore, I intend to take advantage of my prior experience and contacts,
while safe-guarding against allowing my own preconceptions to bias the
data generated in the present dissertation study.
Conclusion

According to the study conducted by Willie and McCord (1972), the
Black experience at most White colleges is characterized by isolation and
rejection.
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It has never been clear to what extent Black students at
UMass\Amherst are marginalized and isolated. However, it is clear that
many Black students on predominantly White campuses, like
Umass/Amherst, tend to predictably separate themselves from the rest of
the campus and its campus-wide activities. According to McCord and Willie
(1972) this phenomenon, Black Separatism, is a function of White racism.
Black collegians at UMass/Amherst typically don't interact with their
White counterparts unless in the classroom, which tends to be racially
imbalanced as a result of the demographics. Interestingly enough, when
classes are racially balanced the students still have a strong propensity to
adhere together by race when instructed to work, together, in groups.
The CCEBMS (academic support) program was designed to recruit
and retain African-American students with the hope of acclimating them to
the University system. The idea was that the students would assimilate into
a European-American collegiate culture that would be beneficial for their
academic-professional careers. However, there were and are some strong
implications within this notion. The first is that the African-American
culture is not strong enough to motivate or sustain Black students in a
collegiate setting. Secondly, there's an inherent inferiority dynamic
implied.
The socio-political climate of this country was much different in the
late 60's than it is now. Many early Black Civil Rights leaders had to speak
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a traditional language that could be heard before their real issue could be
discussed; an exercise that most leaders for social change mastered. Surely,
Thurgood Marshall, in Brown v. Board (1955) did not really mean for
Americans, White or Black, to think that the only way Black kids could
learn was by being bussed into White classrooms. The real issue regarding

the landmark case of Brown v. Board (1955) was that the basis for the
decision was racist, and downright degrading in spite of the scholastic
doors it opened for Black Americans nationwide. The decision to integrate
schools came at the expense of African-American children. Plainly, it
suggested that Black children could not learn unless they sat in schools
next to White children. In many respects African-American children were
better off segregated because of the community support and networks,
however small and depraved, that were plugged into the educational
process. Even with integration, an underclass of, mostly. Black membership
was created, but this time without the support or guidance of AfricanAmerican mentors and teachers that were present in segregated situations
in the earlier part of this century.
Because of integration, the dilemma Black students in
predominantly White colleges face are more complex and less
distinguishable. The collegiate paradox of an integrated student-body that
passively or actively isolates African-American and other minority groups
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from the mainstream suggests that these groups must tactfully assimilate in
order to become a part of the campus culture.
The problem with the concept of assimilation is that, ordinarily, the
process requires that you, inherently, shed yourself to become absorbed by
something (you assume to be) better or more acceptable. However, this
absortption process suggests that African-Americanness is inappropriate for
the mainstream culture. Secondly, successful permeation into this system
really means that many Blacks will be labeled the acceptable underclass,
rather than the unacceptable underclass (before assimilation). Why would
anyone want that?
Although more than 80% of America's college-bound Blacks attend
predominantly White universities, many of the nationwide reports and
surveys repeatedly indicate that African-American students feel isolated on
these campuses (Roebuck and Murty, 1993). In addition, alienation was
strangely an expectation of Black college students and was viewed as part
of the process of their collegiate (educational) experience, regardless of the
institution’s academic support programming (Roebuck and Murty, 1993;
Feagin, Vera , and Imani, 1996).
The present dissertation study intends to explore these issues in the
context of the University of Massachusetts/Amherst with the hope of
attaining a greater sense of how Black students interpret their realities and,
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accordingly, negotiate their socio-cultural, political, and academic lives on
campus.

CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE

Introduction

The American higher educational system, although revered and
highly respected by the rest of the world, continues to be perpetuate social
norms contradictory to democracy, especially for the African-American
student. Predominantly White Institutions (PWIs) of higher education have
a dismal record of recruiting and graduating Black collegians because of
the long-standing racist beliefs of presumed cognitive inferiority that fueled
their policies. Yet, when one seriously considers American history and the
place of African-Americans in White society, it is not entirely illogical to

conceive the endemic prejudice and institutionalization practiced against
Black collegians at predominantly White institutions.
History teaches us that before the 1960’s (only thirty years ago)
African-Americans needed civil rights legislation to validate their
membership to the human race. It also teaches that a few decades before
the civil rights era, between 1885 and 1918, there were 4,210 reported
cases of lynchings (Ferrell, 1986). And even though federal antilynching
statues were proposed at the beginning of the century, none were passed.
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In 1934 (sixty-two years ago) our great president Franklin D. Roosevelt
declined to support the last antilynching bill and it failed in Congress.
The idea of uplifting a people through education while emasculating
and hanging them at your convenience is illogical. Even lynching, at that
time, was (politically) psychopathic and hatefully logical, but the practice
of cultural annihilation alongside ‘education’ are mutually incongruent to
each other. The fact is White America has never wanted to educate Black
people, which is why Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs)
were designed; kind of like the ‘Negro’ and ‘White’ washrooms and water
fountains of the Jim Crow era.

The History of the African-American Experience Related to PWIs

When we consider that before 1865, in this nation’s history, the
dominant experience for African-Americans was slavery; its not incredibly
difficult to discern America’s plan for Black people, no matter how sincere
they appeared.
The majority of those enslaved came from parts of West Africa
where a substantial number were formally educated under the influence of
the Moslem faith. Therefore, they were exposed to a broad range of
scholarship, in which literary competency was paramount (Colon, 1991).
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Thus, once enslaved in America, the notion of formal education of
any kind, for an African, was unthinkable. And in order to validate and
maintain the slave system the inculcation of illiteracy, which manifestly
produces ignorance, had to be imposed upon the slave (Colon, 1991).
As Carter G. Woodson (1933), the ‘fatheri of African-American history,
stated in (his book) The Miseducation of the Negro, “when you control a
man’s thinking you do not have to worry about his actions” (Colon, 1991,
p. 73). And that‘s what ensued. In 1740 a mandate called South Carolina’s
Law, which adopted the policy of Compulsory Ignorance, was instituted. It
meant that the practice of teaching slaves to read and write, was a
punishable crime.
Still, some slaves were taught to read and write by “benevolent
masters'’ or taught themselves through their own determination and

strength of character. The practice of instruction behind closed doors
represented the origination of informal education for the African in
America (Colon, 1991). Colon goes on to say that from 1826, the year the
first Black American graduated from college, to 1890 (about) 80 AfricanAmericans held college degrees.
During Reconstruction (1865-1877), as part of the healing process,
America was in a political position to promote the availability of formal
education for the so-called “newly freed Negro.” Although this emphasis
stimulated the generation of public education in the south (and other
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regions around the country), most colleges and universities still restricted
the masses of Black Americans from enrolling.
Southern history rationalizes the non-education of Blacks via two
contradictory, principles: 1) African-Americans were (and are)
intellectually inferior; and 2) educated Blacks would (or could) get “out of
place” thus threatening the establishment of European-American economic,
political, and sexual domains (Goodenow, 1989).
White middle and upper class southerners (bankers, lawyers,
doctors etc.) hated the idea of Black Americans partaking of the (new)
public educational system and did whatever they could, politically, to
thwart the initiative, even at the cost of poor Whites, who were
beneficiaries of the same enterprise.

Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs)

Abolitionist schools, such as Oberlin College in Ohio and Talladega
and Berea in Kentucky, were the only legitimate places Blacks could attend
college.
In addition, self-designated African schools and literary societies, as
well as fraternal organizations, equivalent to elementary and secondary
levels, were founded in the interest of Black educational liberation. There
were schools located in Richmond, Virginia (1781), Washington, D.C.
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(1807), Cleveland, Ohio (1820), Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (1840), and
Baltimore, Maryland (in the 1840s). Most of the schools were supported by
Black donations: church suppers; plays; lectures; bazaars; parades, etc.
Occasionally White church organizations funded the effort.
Prior to the Civil War, three HBCUs were founded, because of the
covert support base of Black churches and fraternal organizations that date
back as far as the Revolutionary War: Cheyney State College, in
Pennsylvania (1837), Lincoln University in Pennsylvania (1854) founded
by the Presbyterian Church, and Wilberforce University in Ohio (1856)
established by the Methodist Episcopal Church (Roebuck & Murty, 1993).
Six years after Wilberforce was erected, the timely decree of
Lincoln’s Emancipation Proclamation, September 22nd, 1862 alongside the
Fourteenth Amendment (also, in 1862), fueled the construction of more
HBCUs with the help of the Freedmen’s Bureau set up by the government
as a relief agency to aid freedmen, poor Whites and refugees, and Black
churches (as well as Northern missionary groups who sent missionaries to
the South to uplift freed slaves and their families through religion and
education).
Between Reconstruction and 1890 sixteen public institutions and
more than two hundred Black private institutions were founded in the
South, most of which ceased to exist following 1900 (because of haste,
limited finances, and the absence of Black leadership).
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Many started with titles that included the words: ‘normal’ or
‘industrial’ mainly because of the purview that black education meant
vocational training or societal apprenticeship regardless of the collegiate
labeling. Currently, there are 109 active HBCUs; fifty public and fifty-nine
private.
Thompson (1978) asserts that Historically Black Colleges and
Universities (HBCUs) since their inception have “maintained a very close
identity with the struggle of African-Americans for survival, advancement,
and equality in American society” (Roebuck & Murty, 1993, p. 12).
Walters (1991) suggests that there are six specific goals or purposes
that HBCUs serve, namely: “1) to maintain the Black historical and cultural
tradition (and cultural influences emanating from the Black community) by
preserving and acting as a repository of material records and by
encouraging scholarly accomplishments of Black professors in teaching
about researching the Black condition; 2) to provide key leadership in the
Black community because college administrators, scholars, and students
have an important social role to play in community affairs (the HBCU
functions as a model social organization and contributes to the resources
needed for the expansion of Black community activities); 3) to provide an
economic function in the Black community (HBCUs often have the largest
institutional budget within the Black community, involving the acquisition
of funds, the distribution of these funds to workers and their families and
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to small businesses, and the investment of these funds in economic
institutions); 4) to provide Black role models in the Black community who
can interpret the way in which social, political, or economic dynamics at
the general society level impact on Black people; 5) to produce graduates
with special competence to deal with the problems between the minority
and majority population groups; and 6) to produce Black agents for
specialized research, training, and information dissemination in dealing
with the life environment of Black and other minority communities”
(Roebuck & Murty, 1993, p. 10-11).
Essentially, the sole purpose of the HBCU was and is to meet the
academic, emotional, and socio-cultural needs of the African-American
college student; giving them a sense of pride, identity and esteem to carry
them through (in terms of academics and scholarship). Most, if not all
PWIs, because of their exclusionary history in terms of Black Americans,
have never considered the needs of African-Americans, so the notion of
support or provisional aid for Black collegians, now, fundamentally
conflicts with the principles and tenets, upon which they were founded.
Exclusion ‘by-cmy-means-necessary ’ has been the very life-blood of the PWIs
institutional being.
Yet the reality is, approximately, 80 percent of college-bound Blacks
attend these institutions, where they comprise only 7.4 percent of the total
number of the student population (Roebuck & Murty, 1993). Roebuck and
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Murty go on to state that in a 1980 poll of its subscribers the Black
Enterprise Magazine, 82 percent of the respondents felt that HBCUs were

indispensable; serving a purpose that could not be duplicated by PWIs (or
integrated collegiate institutions), yet only half hoped their children would
attend (HBCUs).
African-American parents seem to highly respect and admire
HBCUs. However, half prefer White institutions for their children and
themselves.

Persistence and Attrition of Black Students at PWIs

While Black parents are obviously aware of the inability of PWIs to
cater to the unique social needs of their children, they continue to send
them to these kinds of institutions. Some, if properly prepared, do well, but
a portion fall behind and never again regain the esteem or momentum to
recover. In the face of racism. Black students must be strong, independent,
self starters with well-developed self-concepts, in order to be successful at
PWIs (Love, 1993).
It really wasn’t until 1954, one year before the landmark case
Brown v. Board (1955), that African-Americans made their presence felt at
PWIs; one percent of the incoming freshmen were Black (Colon, 1991). A
steady increase ensued, especially, after the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was
passed.

The novelty of attempting to recruit and retain African-American
collegians wore off after two decades of the Reagan-Bush administration.
We enjoyed the highest Black enrollment at PWIs in 1975 (Martin, 1991).
The attrition rate for Blacks since that time ranges between five to eight
times greater than that of their White counterparts at PWIs (McCauley,
1988).
The reality of Black attrition rates on White campuses, clearly, are
the “cumulative effects” of campus discomfort (McCauley, 1988; Blackwell,
1987).
Predominantly White campuses appear unwelcoming, to Black
collegians. According to Love (1993), predominantly European-American
campuses are culturally dissonant: meaning there’s a major gap between the
culture of Black students and the White institution they attend.
Some researchers have termed cultural dissonance as environmental
incongruence, which refers to the “fit” or lack of “fit” between the student’s

needs, aspirations, values, goals, and expectations on college campuses
(Fleming, 1984; Braddock, 1981). In too many cases social scientists have
found that the social and academic dissatisfaction of African-American
students with predominantly White campuses has induced high attrition
rates. Often times, according to Hughes (1987), Black college students
(who persist) have been forced to defer their emotional, social, cultural and
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personal development for scholastic survival at White colleges and
universities.
Leisure time activities sponsored by student organizations seldom
include activities catering to the interests of Blacks. The music in the
student unions and campus centers is seldomly, appealing. The reality of
disproportionate ratio of Black male to females makes it extremely difficult,
at times, for females to date, unless they align themselves with White
students, which would not be an impossibility if they appeared (more)
welcoming. Additionally, there are constant reports of problems with
faculty members, campus police, residence halls and fraternities.
A Black student was beaten unconscious by a gang of White
students at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst after
the New York Mets won the World Series. A University of
Tennessee professor offered high praise for a student’s paper,
then accused the student of plagiarism after discovering that
she was Black (Love, 1993, p. 28).
Love goes on to say that Black students are constantly ignored by
professors and teaching assistants, which magnifies the socio-cultural
isolation they experience at PWIs.

Environmental Dissonance-f-Cultural Dissonance=Black Separation on
Predominantly White Campuses

All students, collegiate, secondary, elementary, even pre-school need
some form of nurturing and support in order to succeed in academics,
especially when we understand that how people really learn is still a
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mystery. But the dilemma for Black students at PWIs are left with is how
they extract wholesome ‘support’ from a climate that is by nature, inimical
and hostile. They can’t. The environment is incongruent to their value
system and natural social tendencies, which could affect their scholastic
performance.
Probably the most significant element that influences the
performance level of many African-American students is their inability, at
times, to connect with White faculty on White campuses. In general,
researchers have been unanimous in their findings regarding this issue and
how it affects the behavior and achievement-level of Black students. The
research reveals that higher grades for Black students on PWIs are
associated with closer relationships with professors (Hughes, 1987;
Fleming, 1984; Nettles, Theony, & Gusman, 1980; & others).
Similarly, Hale (1986) states that the rapport with teachers in
educational settings and the rapport with an examiner in testing situations
are heavily related to academic performance for Black students and not as
critical for White students.
In standardized testing situations, researchers Zigler and Butterfield
(1968) found that when Black students had established a good rapport
with the individual administering the test they displayed significantly
superior test performance.
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In fact, in his study of Black collegians at Harvard, Claude Steele in
1993 discovered that when he put the students at ease by telling them that
the test they were about to take meant nothing, they scored exceptionally
well. However, when Steele told them that the exam was going to measure
intelligence (along racial lines) the well-tuned Harvard Blacks became
nervous and uneasy; for fear they would replicate societal beliefs of Black
inferiority (Watters, 1995). And guess what? Its just how they performed;
poorly. Their anxiety coupled with perpetual second-guessing worked
against them.
African-American collegians, like other students, need to feel
comfortable in their academic setting to perform adequately.
In addition to faculty-student rapport, many studies have proven that good
academic performance and persistence on predominantly White campuses
for Black students correlate with positive racial climates (Allen, 1981;
Bennett & Okinaka, 1984). At the University of Maryland, a Situational
Attitude Scale (SAS), was administered to a total of 171 White freshmen
(97 women, 74 men) who were attending a one day summer orientation.
The SAS questionnaire simulated a personal situation that involved
interaction with African-American and Spanish-speaking people; ranging
from meeting a new roommate who was Black or Latino to finding out that
their best friend just became engaged to a Black or Latino person (White &
Sedlacek, 1987). The researchers. White and Sedlacek’s (1987) findings
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consistently demonstrated the persistence of unfounded negative attitudes
towards Blacks and Latinos with less negative attitudes being attributed to
Latinos. The researchers, through their investigation, uncovered
information that characterizes the level to which our society practices
White Supremacy:
The literature also suggests that White students attitudes
toward Black are less negative in situations that cast Blacks
into some type of service delivery role than in other
situations (White & Sedlacek, 1987, p. 172).
Evidently, we have a huge disparity between the perceptions of
African-American and European-American students, with respect to how
they view the campus. White students believe that Black students want to
separate themselves; they believe that their openness is not respected and
that they’ve done nothing to warrant this kind of behavior from Black
students (Bloom, 1987; Altbach, 1991). Plus, in the view of many White
(college) students, African-American students, technically, have nothing to
be upset about when all kinds of special programming are constructed and
designed for their academic benefit when European-American students
receive minimal attention, in terms of support (Altbach, 1991). On the
other hand, Black students isolate themselves, because they feel isolated
and invisible (Ellison, 1992). Anything less would mean cultural genocide
and the loss of self.
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Not only are Black and White students different in terms of the way
they look and act, but they come form different economic and social places.
Hale (1986) says that most Black children, in comparison to White children
grow up in highly socialized environments, which may account for the way
many African-American students gravitate towards an active-interactive
academic environment.
The way people are socialized is often a result of their ethnic
background and economic disposition. In essence, the way one learns at
home strongly influences the way one learns, or does not learn, in school.
Depending on who you talk to (or read), social class plays an
integral part in how people process information. Some researchers like
Havighurst (1976) believe that economics outweighs ethnicity in certain
groups namely: middle-class Blacks, South and East European ethnics, and
Americans of Spanish origins.
However, Hale (1986) insinuates that Havighurst’s analysis, in terms
of the measures he utilizes to define and determine social class for Blacks
and his inability to duplicate (or characterize) racism as a measurable
quality, is flawed. Even if middle-class blacks internalize some or most of
the middle-class tendencies and behaviors practiced by our society they still
cannot escape the daily, overt and covert, White supremacist curricula
that’s rooted in the ‘American way of life’. Thus, we have to assume that
their cognition and behavior cannot be identical with White middle-class
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Americans, if we subscribe to constructivism. Therefore, Black and White
collegians from middle-class homes must think and act differently; let
alone Blacks and Whites from different economic backgrounds.
More importantly, this discrepancy is imaged on predominantly
White campuses, in which African-Americans, in terms of the culture of the
school, lose out everytime. It becomes very difficult for the AfricanAmerican collegian, who’s normally accustomed to high-level socialization
as part of the learning process, when the environment they’re in rejects
those things they value and know; those things that, ultimately, define who
they are. The isolation and detachment Black students encounter, at PWIs,
compels them to segregate and insulate themselves from the cultural
pathology woven into the school system. Gibbs, Willie, and McCord (1973)
report that to some social scientists the college withdrawal behaviors of
Blacks are attributed to academic and social isolation and distance. Martin
(1991) correspondingly, found identical findings.
Paradoxically, Feagin, Vera, and Imani (1996) state that an
investigation at the University of Califomia/Berkeley found that Whites
were the most likely among the students to articulate a strong concern that
the campus was too balkanized and segregated, when the results of the
study demonstrated that:
White students were much more likely to be isolated from
students of color than the reverse. In addition, participation
in Black student groups did not reduce Blacks’ interaction
with students in other groups (p. 72).
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Yet, Bloom (1987) construes the spatial separation of Black students
as a major campus problem, but not one that is “the fault of the White
students” or the White culture that dominates the campus climate. He
further claims that Black students have “proved indigestible they keep to
themselves” and while everyone “has become a person, Blacks have become
Blacks.”
The magnitude of racialization that subsists on PWIs facilitates the
overt and covert blockage of any form of integration or assimilation of
Black students into the mainstream culture of the college or university. It
leaves them with very little choice, often times contributing to their sense
of alienation and isolation (Tinto, 1982).

The History of the Committee for the Collegiate Education of Black and
Other Minority Students fCCEMBSl

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the CCEBMS program was
masterminded in the Winter of 1968 after a study constructed by the
original founders revealed that out of an excess of 16, 000 students, only
36 students were African-American.
The founders were University of Massachusetts/Amherst professors
who stemmed from five different departments, namely: 1) Math, 2)
Sociology, 3) Geology, 4) the School of Education, and 5) the School of
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Business. The six professors represented the only Black professors at the
University at that time. Incidentally, the founders also had input from five
African-American faculty at Amherst College.
In a conversation with original president (also a founder), Randolph
Bromery, he revealed that the program was developed to initiate a
recruitment and retention mechanism that would allow local (Western
Massachusetts) Black (collegiate) prospects an opportunity to go to
college. Bromery disclosed that at that time most of the college-bound
African-American students were recruited early by the private Northeastern
colleges and that UMass/Amherst could not compete with financial and
packages they offered, in addition to their prestige and prominence.
Ironically, it was those same private institutions who by law did not
have to practice racial equity or mirror local demographics in its student
population, but UMass did. According to Massachusetts state law
UMass/Amherst was required to have African-American representation
equal to the proportion of African-Americans in the state who paid taxes,
which meant a minimum of 5% of the student population at
UMass/Amherst had to be African-American, because 5% of the state taxes
in Massachusetts were paid by African-Americans.
Bromery divulged that it was through this legal hold, which
typically had not been reinforced, that he and the founders could validate
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their claim of Black-collegiate underrepesentation at the University of
Massachusetts.
The group submitted a proposal to the Ford Foundation which, in
the early Spring of 1968, allocated half a million dollars to get the program
up and running. According to Brommery the acquisition of such a large
sum of money from the Ford Foundation served as the kind of leverage
needed to request monies and backing from the university and the
Commonwealth.
As a result of the Ford Foundation commitment the founders had
the advantage of establishing a 501.C3 non-profit organization,
independent of UMass/Amherst’s school budget, and an all Black Board of
Trustees. This construct allowed them the kind of latitude necessary to run
the program the way they wanted. It meant control over those jobs related
to the retention of African-American students attempting to excel and
achieve in an otherwise foreign culture.
So in the fall of 1968 the first CCEBMS class of 125 attended
UMass/Amherst. They worked hard knowing that they had to set an
example because they were the ‘first’. Yet some didn’t make it. The issues
with drugs and adapting to a new social, cultural, and academic
environment were too much. Most of them did well and went onto to
graduate in 1972 (well over 50 graduated). They represented the largest
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(cumulative) number of African-Americans to graduate from
UMass/Amherst in its 107 year history.
In a conversation with a UMass alumna (now a UMass
administrator), who at the time of the origination of CCEBMS was a
teaching assistant and tutor for the program, she revealed that their success
was largely due to the fact that the CCEBMS program “had long arms
which reached all over the campus”. She stated that the program had people

(White and Black) working in recruitment, residential life, admissions,
advising, and financial aid (in addition to having supplementary funds to
help finance their students). The program was unique in that it was selfcontained and entirely authored by an African-American purview, unlike a
few other programs springing up across the country that were dictated and
constrained by university budgets and policies. It was designed, according
to Bromery to acclimate Black students to the campus culture in addition to
preparing them, academically, for a racist society; creating what he termed
a “critical mass” of Black people (students and professionals alike) working,
learning, and growing in an integrated setting conducive to their needs.
The product was successful, skilled and well-equipped African-American
professionals. According to Bromery most of the CCEBMS alumni that he’s
run into over the years have all been quite successful.
A few years after Brommery left in 1972, to become Chancellor of
UMass/Amherst, the program began to lose its aggressive academic posture
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and nurturing focus. When the funds from the Ford Foundation were
depleted, CCEBMS became solely dependent on the school budget in the
early to mid-eighties.
According to the UMass alumna I spoke with, the construct could
not remain the way it had. In essence the program was designed to take
itself out of business. And because it hadn’t, the focus became more
centered around nurturing and protecting the students from the campus
culture minus the challenging piece, which according to the alumna began
to diminish the quality of education in addition to perpetuating a sense of
underachievement among the students in CCEBMS.
The program no longer had the funding or the backing to support
the long arms they used to have. CCEBMS now had short arms. Since that
time their arms have gotten shorter and shorter facilitating a sense of
isolation from the larger campus. On a predominantly White campus that,
by nature, alienates its minority groups and programs, the CCEBMS
program for many African-Americans is central to their survival at
UMass/Amherst. The political stronghold of the program, like before when
it was created, was its indispensability with regard to African-American
retention. Without the program’s assertive initiatives in the late sixties and
seventies, the University of Massachusetts would have continued to have
problems enlisting Black collegians as well as retaining them.
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Yet, because the program is no longer self-authored, its needs, goals
and politics are defined by University directives and not program
objectives. Thus, for its own sustenance, the program has promoted itself
as the ‘be all and end all’ for African-American collegians by nature of being
isolated from the mainstream campus, although this was not the vision of
the founders. The mission of the CCEBMS founders, as Bromery repeatedly
states, was to generate a critical mass of Black students and professionals
through intensive programming that would eventually phase itself into the
university system so there would be no need for such a program and
implicitly promote integration without dissonance.

Unfortunately, the program has not been phased out, but phased-in
to the budget and institutionalized in a way that forsakes its original goals,
yet, oddly enough, continues to show promise by graduating students at a
higher rate than the university (CCEBMS 1995 Unit Plan).
More importantly. Black students are still paying the (educational)
price by alienating themselves from the rest of the campus, because of the
CCEBMS construct, which CCEBMS cannot control.

Coping and Retention Programming at PWIs

The alienation that African-American collegians encounter on PWIs
perpetually erodes their self-esteem. Psychological studies argue that
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Blacks on White campuses lack psychological support systems that will
foster college persistence, which for Blacks is largely viewed as a function
of self-concept and self-reliance (Martin, 1991). These two psychological
factors are viewed as more significant to Blacks than Whites (Porter and
Wilson, 1976; Tracey and Sedlacek, 1985). Its presumed that noncognitive
behaviors of self influence black students’ college persistence while
cognitive behaviors influence White students’ persistence (Martin, 1991).
Many researchers have found that factors such as the high
utilization of campus facilities, informal contacts with teachers (and
students out side the classroom), and campus jobs are highly associated
with persistence in college (Churchill and Iwai, 1981). Anything consistent
with or connected to the college or university seems to raise the level of
persistence in most students, especially Blacks. Mallinckrodt and Sedlacek
(1987) even found that African-Americans, who used campus gymnasiums
had a higher propensity to stay in their prospective White institutions than
those who didn’t.
If PWIs could be, more, socially accommodating to Black studentsallowing for a sense of identity and connectedness towards the universityBlack attrition rates would steadily diminish.
Love (1993) says:
At Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs)
Black students feel welcomed and comfortable enough to
learn. After classes, clusters of Black students can be seen
leisurely hanging out in familiar gathering places at Fisk
University. Black students can be seen walking across the
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campus, talking with the president of Arkansas A.M. & N.
Black students at Morehouse gather around a professor on
the steps of the science building, intently discussing a
problem from the day’s lecture. A comfort level is
achieved by HBCUs that puts Black students at ease (p. 28).
White colleges, plainly, do not put Black students at ease.
Hughes (1987) construes that “White campuses are not necessarily healthy
environments for the development of Black men and Black women.” He
further asserts that “nurturance, confidence building, and positive identity
formation are stifled on these campuses” (Love, 1993, p. 30).
Since the birth of the Higher Education Act of 1965 and the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 most PWls,understanding their inherent environmental
incongruence to Black collegians, have developed retention programs
whose purpose is to serve as academic support systems for Black students.
Yet the attrition rate, as mentioned earlier, continues to be five to eight
times higher for Black students than it does for White students (McCauley,
1988). Even more disturbing is the campus-wide perception that retention
programming borders on sentiments of inferiority and intellectual
‘pauperism’, because of the ‘special programming’ titles juxtaposed on it.
The last thing Black and European-American students on predominantly
White campuses need is for the institution to sanction and practice what
McCord and Willie (1973) call academic welfare. It hurts everyone because
it skews reality, ultimately skewing our perceptions of how we view
ourselves and others, in the context of scholarship.

Although most do not work, the retention programs that are
successful have the following traits: personalized support systems;
supportive environments; opportunities to interact in informal settings with
faculty; opportunities to develop personal relationships with a member of
the faculty; and opportunities to experience success (Noel, Levitz, and
Saluri, 1985). When these conditions are in place more Black students will
remain in college and graduate with a four-year degree.

Conclusion: Institutional Racism

Several conclusions can be drawn after reviewing the literature on
the college experience of African-American students on predominantly
White campuses.
Retention programs serve as a smoke screen for institutional racism
on predominantly White land grant campuses. Institutional (White) racism
is the unspoken, sometimes, undocumented curriculum PWIs are governed
by.
More importantly, “there has been little institutional recognition of
White racism, little discussion of how it is manifested on campus, and little
attention to how it affects Black students, even in the absence of overt
intent to discriminate” (Love, 1993, p. 29).
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As one student explained most university officials are very reluctant
to strongly oppose inherent campus racism, and that reluctance is seen by
many Whites as not only tolerance, but permission to act out their
prejudices (Washington, 1988).
When we look at the literature associated with Black students,
higher education, and retention programming it appears to be centered
around trying to modify and change the (Black) student, while missing the
real issue; institutional racist leadership (Love, 1993).
It’s repeatedly flagged and then passed over in the research as if it’s a
normal or necessary evil; unchangeable and immutable.
For Black students, the burden of overcoming a racist collegiate
experience, rooted in over 100 years of institutionalized exclusionary
practices, means that African-American collegians must develop two kinds
of competencies, namely: 1) find a way to feel at home in an environment
where they read signs that say “niggers go home” (Love, 1993) and 2)
become “self-starters”, who are fully independent persons with strong
defenses to combat stereotypes, fears, alienation and loneliness (Hughes,
1987).” Otherwise Black students will be waiting to exhale (awaiting
amelioration from an institution that fundamentally oppresses the essence
of who they are), while simultaneously, “receiving a diminished quality of
education” (Allen, 1988).
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The diminished quality of education Allen (1988) refers to
personifies what Black collegians lose, in terms of the collegiate experience,
because of White racism. It will not change until PWIs deal with their
institutionalization seriously, which means retention programming
curricula must not assume it will retain people without asking Black
students what they need (academically, socially, culturally, and
financially).
Its not enough that institutions founded in the exclusion of
particular populations have a change of heart and open their doors saying
uy’all come in nowya’ here (we’re all equal now),” to create the perception of

inclusion. Institutions, especially predominantly White institutions, must
ask people what they want and not presume that they know or that their
‘so-called’ sincerity is sufficient simply, because they’ve issued it. But that’s
the nature of the beast; the relationship between (mainstream) higher
education and Black college students.
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CHAPTER III

DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

Background of Inquiry

The purpose of this study is to examine the perceptions and
experiences of Black upperclassmen and women on predominantly White
University of Massachusetts/Amherst (UMass/Amherst), with regard to the
Collegiate Committee for the Education of Black and Other Minority
Students (CCEMBS) program. The researcher hoped to gain insights
regarding these perceptions and experiences and how they related to
CCEBMS’ practices in the context of the University culture.
Ultimately, the origination of this study is founded in the author’s
interest in advancing how this society understands the African-American
experience on predominantly White land grant universities.

Research Instrumentation and Approach

The present research study will utilize the following qualitative and
qualitative sources: A) focus groups as defined by Morgan (1988); B) long
interviews (McCracken, 1988); C) survey-questionnaires (Linger & Warwick,
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1975; Sudman & Bradbum, 1982; Foddy, 1993); and D) auxiliary
information from the university services.

Focus Groups
Two self-contained focus group sessions were held to explore the
attitudes and opinions of a sample of Black juniors and seniors. The first
session was centered around “examining the content and frequency of
different attitudes” (Morgan, 1988, p. 26) surrounding the AfricanAmerican experience at UMass/Amherst. The questions were deliberately
open-ended so as to encourage input from the entire group. The session
was videotaped as well as tape-recorded.
The second focus group session was more controlled and specific.
Questions were directed around issues of saliency in the first focus group
session in an effort to gain a greater sensibility of the groups’
understanding of their experience at UMass/Amherst, in terms of academic
and social support. The same sample group from the first focus group
session was used. And this session was also videotaped, but unlike the first
session, was not tape-recorded. In addition this session was transcripted.
No one but the researcher had access to the videotapes and the
transcripts.
Interviews
The data collected from the focus group transcripts was utilized to
devise interview schedules. The interviews were administered to a sample
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sample of, approximately, five volunteers (depending on who out of the
12-15 decide to render their help). Interviews were, approximately, 60minutes long. The first 20 minutes involved questioning that revealed
personal background information on the subject. The next 20 minutes
consisted mainly of questions centered around general issues raised in the
first focus group session. The last 20 minutes was used to inquire about
those topics highlighted in both focus group sessions by the frequency of
their prevalence in the discussion.
The data collected was organized in the form of transcripts. The
transcripts, as well as the audio and video tape-recordings were only
accessible to the researcher.
Survey-Questionnaires
The interview transcriptions were used as the basis to develop a
survey-questionnaire. The survey-questionnaire was constructed on a
Likert-type scale and disseminated across campus through the mailing
system to all the Black upperclassmen on campus. Their participation was
completely voluntary and their identity was protected.
The surveys were collected at designated drop-off points at the
School of Education, the New Africa House Library, and the Southwest
cluster offices, and the Gorman and Sylvan Dormitories.
The material was statistically analyzed through the computerized
resources on campus.
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Auxiliary Information
Additional information from (SARIS) Student Affairs Research,
Information and Systems and Public Safety, in the form of campus-wide
surveys and racial incident reports were analyzed to see how they relate to
the data previously collected through researcher initiatives and those issues
connected to academic support, cultural alienation and social isolation, in
the context of the African-American experience at UMass/Amherst.

Research Population

The sample group for the study were Black upperclassmen (Juniors
and Seniors), because upper-class men and women, generally, had more
experience with the campus’ social and racial climate than the freshmen
and sophomore population. In addition, most Black upperclassmen had
more exposure to the kinds of programming and services provided by the
CCEBMS program. Therefore, they had greater insight upon which to draw
conclusions about how they perceived the campus and the level of
racialism present within the fabric of the institution and its relationship to
CCEBMS (if there was a relationship).
The sample population for the focus groups, although the researcher
knew them, were randomly chosen from a pool of Black upper-class men
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and women heavily involved in campus activities, namely: (RSOs)
registered student organizations; (SGA) student government; the (SAO)
student activities office; (WMUA) university radio-programming; and Black
fraternities.
According to Morgan (1988), the researcher would require 12-15
focus group volunteers to maximize his output and maintain a sense of
harmony and manageability with respect to the data collected.
The sample group for interviewing consisted of five volunteers from
the focus group, who wished to be interviewed about their experiences at
UMass/Amherst.
The sample group for the survey-questionnaires consisted of third,
fourth and fifth-year Black students on the campus of UMass/Amherst. The
questionnaires were disseminated via the campus mail system and were
collected via designated drop-off points around campus. Their participation
did not reveal their identities and was completely voluntary.

Limitations of the Study

The dissertation study had constraints that allowed for it to remain
manageable and coherent for both the reader and the author. The fact that
the study was conducted only at predominantly White UMass/Amherst
would suggest that the data may be significant only to UMass/Amherst.
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Mainly, the constraints that could potentially affect the integrity of
this investigation were 1) the fact that the investigator used a (random)
non-random sample of research participants, which could’ve compromized
the validity and generalizability of the inquiry; 2) the fact that the
researcher held strong beliefs related to the study in addition to knowing
the subjects personally, which could’ve biased the results; and 3) the fact
that because of the nature of the study there was no way to fully appriase
the degree to which the UMass/Amherst findings could be generalized.
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CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS

The purpose of this chapter is to report the results of this study,
which examines and analyze the perceptions of Black collegians about key
aspects of their undergraduate college experience, specifically issues
related to isolation, desegregation, entitlement, and minority-based
academic support programming (CCEBMS) on a large public PWI
predominantly White institution.
This chapter will summarize demographic information and present
findings from the focus groups, the personal interviews, and conclude with
the results of the survey-questionnaire .
Some of the commentary of the respondents contained profane
language. In an effort to maintain a sense of appropriateness and integrity
within the study the researcher opted to omit the profanity and replace it
with the following clause: (explicit word). It is the researcher’s hope and
intention that the content, while making the reader comfortable, will not
obstruct his or hers ability to understand, interpret, and process the
findings. The responses and remarks of the participants have not otherwise
been altered or modified.
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Demographic Information

The investigator profiled demographic information on each of the
focus group participants including their age, their place of residence, and
their academic major (see Table 4.1).
Fourteen African-American college students-all of whom are
CCEBMS students-voluntarily participated in the investigation. Their ages
ranged from 20 to 24 years old. The majority were 22.
Originally, it was the researcher’s hope that an even distribution of
gender would be achieved for the study, but it did not materialize. There
were nine females and five males. They all appeared to be engaged in
different academic majors although most are still pursuing the general
education part of their overall program of study. There was no apparent
pattern of major selection, with respect to gender.
Only two lived off campus in family housing, because they were
either expecting to have a family in a few months or because they were
recently married/engaged. The rest lived on campus, with eight of fourteen
residing in the Southwest part of the campus, which is a densely populated
collection of high-rise dormitories that maintains a reputation for being an
overwhelmingly noisy place to live. Two of the research participants lived
in the Northeast part of the campus called Sylvan, which is distinctly
different from Southwest in that most of its students or ,at least, Black
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students are there because they want to remove themselves from the
penetrating rowdiness of Southwest and Gorman (Central campus).
Another two lived in the Gorman dormitory, which is considered to be
Central campus, the one place where there’s some sense of community
among African-American students at UMass/Amherst. Gorman is a
university-designated multicultural dorm.

Table 4.1
Demographics Of Research Participants

Age

Maior

Camous Residence

Kenya

21

Accounting

Southwest Campus

Karon

22

Joum/Afro.Am

Southwest Campus

Justina

24

Education

Northeast Campus

Shula

23

Educ/Afro.Am

Southwest Campus

Sela

20

Education

Northeast Campus

Kevin

21

History

Southwest Campus

Tora

22

Political Science

Southwest Campus

Craig

22

Marketing

Central Campus

Wil

22

Afro-American

Southwest Campus

Lee

22

Biology

Southwest Campus

Paul

22

Communication

Central Campus

Lori

22

App. Marketing

Southwest Campus

Judy

21

Biology

Off Campus

Delroy

21

Psychology

Off Campus

PartitiDants
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Focus Groups

First Focus Group Session
The focus group sessions were two parts. The first session served as
a preliminary instrument to jump-start the process of sharing ideas and
attitudes surrounding the participants’ introduction to UMass. It took place
in the New Africa House library wherein the subjects were instructed to sit
in a circular format and respond to the best of their ability to personal
issues concerning their experiences as African-American students on the
predominantly White UMass/Amherst campus. The topics, in a very
general sense, were centered around how they made sense of the racial
climate in the classroom and the dinning commons and to what degree
CCEBMS affects that meaning-making process.
Many of the questions were deliberately open-ended to safeguard
against influencing the remarks of the respondents as well as to give them
all the latitude possible in offering their feelings on particular topics. All 14
research participants attended this session.
In order to critically analyze how the experiences and lifestyles of
the participants shaped their opinions and attitudes the examiner
organized the commentary of the first focus group under the following
themes: Expectations of the Racial Climate at UMass/Amherst", Expectations
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About College: Dining Commons Dynamics: Classroom Culture: CCEBMS: Its
Usefulness; and Black Students Feeling Connected to UMass/Amherst.

These themes emerge over and over again in the literature on
African-American college student experiences at predominantly White
schools. They represent key points that begin to determine the kind of
personal and academic experience that Black students have on White
campuses.
Probing these issues more deeply is a way to determine how
important these topics are on this campus.

Expectations of the Racial Climate at UMass/Amherst.
Predominantly White institutions have been known to be difficult places to
live and study, for many students of color, particularly African-Americans.
As a result, the researcher wanted to find out what the majority of the
research group expected when they first came to UMass/Amherst. Some
actually did expect that there would be problems centered around racism.
For instance, Paul recalls how the racial incidents he heard about as a high
school student in Brockton, Massachusetts framed his purview of UMass.
He states:
I expected problems.basically. When I got accepted that was
around the time they (UMass/Amherst) were having all those
problems; the riots of 92/93.1 expected to be in a couple of riots,
you know, beat up on some White kids. You know, stupid stuff like
that.

Sela follows Paul’s remarks with similar expectations, but did not
appear as anxious as Paul to be in a riot. She remarks:
I came up here expecting problems because the people I knew
encountered racial problems, so when I came up here I expected to
be the only Black person on campus; walking around by
myself..scared.
Like the other two respondents, Tora explains that UMass/Amherst
had somewhat of a racist image that seemed to outweigh its scholastic
attributes when she was deciding to come here.
When I first came here to a predominantly White school, UMass had
a reputation for racial agitations. I thought I would encounter more
White people than Black people. And thought Black people would be
in their own sector as opposed to having racial ties with anyone.
The remainder of the group members had very little to say about
their expectations of the racial climate of UMass/Amherst. The group
commented that the racial atmosphere of the school they were about to
attend was not a real concern. It just was not something that they were
thinking about.

Expectations About College. Most high school students are
unrealistic about what to expect socially and academically from college,
especially African-American students. In many situations they’re not even
prepared for higher learning because of the institutionalization that exists
at many public schools or because of the lack of training they’ve received in
these school systems. Most of the participants in the focus groups stated
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that as high school seniors they had few expectations with regard to
attending the University of Massachusetts Amherst.
Many revealed they weren’t even thinking about anything beyond
their senior year in high school. Kevin describes what it was like for him,
an African-American senior in a regular high school, thinking about the
prospect of higher learning as a real or unreal destination. He recalls:
I knew what college would be like, but I didn’t even think about
college before my junior year. I didn’t know there was a further
education and then when I did realize there was a further education
I wasn’t thinking about going there, but before that I was thinking
about going to college to ball. And I came here just because I knew
some kids. So I didn’t even come up here to hit the books.
Delray's high school reality closely mirrors Kevin’s. He gives an
account of his aloofness around taking the SAT which characterized his
detachment from the notion of seriously preparing for college. He states:
I didn’t really think about college until my senior year when they
told me I had to take my SAT’s.and I took that (explicit word)
before a football game. I wasn’t even thinking about college. I scored
poorly, but didn’t even bother taking it twice.
Wil laughs at Delray’s anecdote because he did the same thing and
appeared to feel the same way about the test because of the way it was
presented to him and probably what it symbolized in terms of going to
college. He laughingly exclaims:
That was the same thing with me!.I took the SAT the night before
a football game. They had signed me up. My guidance counselor
and my mom had signed me up. I was just like “pssssh.collegewhatever”. The night before I was out partying and woke up the
next morning like “Oh {explicit word) the SAT’s.” I went and took it.
And when it finally came in the mail I wasn’t even worried about my
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score, because I didn’t even worry about going to college. We had
one SAT class for the whole city (of Hartford); you had to sign up,
like, the semester before it was given; and it wasn’t even held in the
city.
Lee responds to the comments made on the issue of college
preparation very differently from his counterparts. He came from a
situation at home in which there was no question as to whether one was
going to college or not. Planning for college was a serious matter in his
household, therefore, he didn’t have the luxury of not caring. In addition,
his high school inundated its students with SAT materials at the end of
their junior year. He explains:
In my house, college wasn’t even an option. It wasn’t even “are you
going” A lot of people talk about being the first person in their
house to go to college.I’m the fifth in line. Both my parents and
brothers and sisters have gone and its up to me to keep it going. As
far as preparation, umm...I guess I was mentally prepared to go to
college, but I didn’t go to the type of high school people at UMass
had the benefit of attending wherein they bang you with SAT-type
courses and college preparatory courses. Preparation was a function
of personal and mental preparedness and not so much as to how the
school was pushing you onto the plane. So if your parachute came
out it came out. If not; then its not our fault when you hit the
ground.
Like Lee, Tora and Karon appeared to have the benefit of
encouragement and involvement at both home and school. Mostly the two
women spoke of how their performance at the public school level
supported and motivated them to be very active in their preparation for
higher learning. Tora was part of an honor society and was class president
of her senior class. Karon periodically wrote for the school
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(UMass/Amherst) and was the senior editor for a Black publication at the
university.
The rest of the group either had very little to say for whatever
reason or vented their disgust with public school system they came from
which neglected to properly prepare them, academically and socially, for
the next level (college). Many remarked that they didn’t have a clue about
SAT’s, FAF’s(financial aid forms), placement tests, etc. The consensus was
that if you were in the high track (at your respective high school) you got
exposed to these things. If not, then you need not worry about going to
college; maybe community college, yes, but not a university. So they didn’t.

Dinning Commons Dynamics. At many predominantly White
institutions the cafeterias and the dinning halls have frequently served as a
cultural or racial barometer to measure how segregated or desegregated
the school really is in its daily life. How students are positioned in these
designated eating areas, indirectly, tells a lot about how comfortable they
are on that particular campus regardless of the institution’s rhetoric around
being committed to diversity. Racially separated groups that seldom
interact is an indicator of tension among students.
Many of the participants in the focus group revealed that they felt
uncomfortable eating in UMass/Amherst dinning halls. As first-year
students, Justina and her best friend used to go to the DC (dinning
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commons) together to avoid isolation or a sense of loneliness when eating.
As they've grown and matured the notion of eating by one’s self in the
cafeteria is not as tortuous as it used to be. But even as a graduating senior
Justina experiences alienation and marginalization at the hands of
inconsiderate White students. She expounds:
Usually if I’m sitting, eating by myself its no big deal. And if there’s
no empty tables and there’s one White kid at a table I’m a decent
enough person to say, “do you mind if I sit here” And I’ll go and sit
in the comer and mind my business. But today I’m sitting at a table
that could seat six people. I’m sitting in the corner and there’s one
White girl.no big deal-whatever. And I get up to go get something
and there’s like four other guys with her and I’m thinking “yeah
we're in the DC people can sit wherever they want”, but there’s one
me. You don’t know me and there’s five of them and I feel like they
totally surrounded me. They didn’t say hello; they didn’t say “do you
mind if we all sit here around you” What kills me is that there was
one kid who I think was like half-White half-Black, who didn’t make
any acknowledgment whatsoever and I just thought they were so
obnoxious. And in the back of my mind I was thinking damn I
always have to be surrounded by you in all my classes and here I’m
just trying to have a decent meal and they came and took over.
Cause I doubt you’ll see a group of Black kids just walk up and
comer some White kid like that. I think they’d look away and just be
like “let's go elsewhere”.That really pissed me off.
Shula encountered a similar dynamic when she first came to
UMass/Amherst and began eating at the DC. Although she no longer eats
there, she describes how racially balkanized the dinning halls were and
what it was like to eat with her first friend at UMass/Amherst (who was
White, as well as her roommate). Shula reveals:
At first I had no friends when I came up here. I came (alone) from
Chelsea. I knew no one here. I got stuck with this White girl as my
roommate. I started hanging out with her, but I felt mad
uncomfortable. I ate with her because I had no one else to eat with,
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but then I met this other Black girl and I started hanging out with
her and we would be the only ones sitting together in the Black s
section (of the DC). No one would come up to us and talk, but
ahh.that’s how it was. Black people sat with Black people and
White folks sat with White folks; no kind of integration whatsoever.
Although, it may not have always been the case, Paul’s reality
appears different in that he’s comfortable going to the DC because of its
proximity to where he lived. Most of the people in his dormitory ate at this
particular dinning hall and so the faces were familiar. Justina and Shula’s
situation could not afford this because they came from areas on campus
that were, basically, not as communal and localized. Paul explains:
Now when I go to the DC.I’m comfortable. I can walk in there
by myself. I know I’m gonna see somebody from the building. I think
its a little different for me because I got the building right here and
basically everybody eats there (referring to the DC). So we just,
basically, all sit down; we sit with White people. We’ll have a long
table with thirty seats. We conversate; there’s no problem. Loud as
we want to be and stuff like that. They look at us, but you know
they don’t say nothing.

Classroom Culture. Ideally, students in institutions of higher
learning spend the time in classrooms exchanging ideas and concepts that
will invoke critical thought and analysis. In light of this researcher’s inquiry
it made sense to record the perceptions of African-American students about
classrooms where they are consistently the minority in the room.
Essentially, the investigator was curious about how Black students describe
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their reality, as person of color, in predominantly White classrooms on this
predominantly White campus.
Paul characterizes what its like to be Black person in a Sociology
class:
Like, Sociology class. We have group discussions and they break you
up into small groups and they start with the questions about how do
Black people do this and do that. And you’re the only Black person in
that class. And some TA’s (Teaching Assistants) won’t just come out
and say “do you wanna answer this one.” They just start bringing all
the questions your way.
Wil follows Paul’s statements about being made to feel as if he
should represent the gamut of Black people in the Americas, by remarking:
That’s why when they do (explicit word) like that I don’t even talk.
You’ll be sitting in a class and they’ll be talking about other stuff and
they don’t give a (explicit word) what you got to say. But the minute
a Black issue comes up they’re like (he gestures a cold stare) you
know looking at you. And I just be like “whatever.”
Tora believes that there are certain classes where Black students are,
often times, put on the spot and asked to explain or describe their so-called
Blackness (in America). She remarks that this preoccupation with the Black
American experience is founded in the ignorance of how her professors and
TA’s were brought up. Tora, in her commentary, angrily takes issue with
the audacious climate of these classrooms which expect Black students to
be qualified to answer all the questions Whites have about Blacks; nor
should they have to be. She states:
My major is STEPIC (Social Thought and Political Economy). Its full
of sympathetic White people. They wanna know your plight. They
wanna know all about you and I sit in class and tell everyone of
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them off, daily. We had a seminar class where we studied the Black
Panther Movement and went over it in a week. And when it came
time to discuss they wanted me to talk about it. They looked at me
and Melvin, another Black student in the class, everytime something
Black came up. They would say “How do Black woman feel...Tor a?'
And I would say “/ ain’t talking.I don’t ain’t got to validate myself
for you.” Sociology 106 was (explicit word). We had a teacher who
whenever she wanted to talk about people of color she went to the
people of color in the class and would point them out asking “How
do you feel?” I would stand up and say “I refuse to answer on the
behalf of the whole Black community because we all have diversity
and we all have different opinions.” She gave me an A, but she gave

an A out of protest.
In class I discuss a lot of stuff with White people. Some have valid
issues, but some come from ignorant backgrounds. They have
parents who talk (explicit word) and then when you see them they're
astounded by the fact that they found a Black person who can read
and write. You either say “look you talk to me as a human being don’t
talk to me as no Black person. You are going to talk to me as one of
your colleagues in your class, and you’re gonna talk to me as such.”

Sometimes you’re in big lecture halls with professors pointing you
out like “how do y’all feel?” Well how do you feel.about
me.feeling about this? And I get into trouble a lot with my
professors about running my mouth, but I feel like I’m not gon’
speak on the behalf of Black people!
According to Wil, Tora’s story is common. It occurs on a regular
basis. He professes:
I’ve seen it happen so many times that I’ve come to the conclusion
that they (the professors/TA’s) just confused. I was in a Social
Diversity course and this girl had the audacity to say, “Well I know
why most Black people wear their pants baggy. Its because most of
them are coming out of jail and they lose weight in jail and so their
pants don’t fit.” And I’m sitting there like “WhooaaThe way she

came out with it was as if it were factual; don’t even argue..even if
you’re Black. The professor just looks and switches the subject. So
I’m like “damn”, if this is supposed to be about diversity you as a
professor should’ve been the first person to attack that comment.
And they don’t see it as that. They don’t understand that Black
people are different. Just as much as they feel that all White people
are different they won’t extend that same courtesy to us. We can’t
speak for the whole Black race.
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Shula advances the comment and responds by reflecting on what it
was like to be in her Art Education class (earlier in the year), wherein she
periodically felt marginalized and invisible. She recounts a situation in
which some of her classmates were admiring her work unaware that it was
her creation and how astonished they were when they found out. She
explains:
1 took an Art Education class this year. There’s like seven White girls
and I’m the only Black girl. I’m cool with it.I don’t care. As long as
I do my work I’m straight. Someone took pictures of my art work
and brought it to class today for an assignment that they had to do.
When I came in everybody was like “Wow, we didn’t know you did
art.” And I’m like “yeah”. And they were like, “why didn’t you tell
us.” I don’t....I don’t feel connected enough to the class enough to
talk to them about my art work. It makes me sad because I feel like I
can do art and part of me wishes I could talk about it, in class more
often. But when I talk about it or try to talk about it people look at
me as if I’ve got six heads. And I’m like, ‘forget it” I’m not even
gonna bring it up. Why am I gonna even bother?

CCEBMS: Its Usefulness. Like many predominantly White land grant
public universities in the United States, the University of Massachusetts
Amherst maintains an academic support organization for its Black
collegians. Known as CCEBMS, its mission mainly, is to provide AfricanAmerican students with the tools to enhance the quality of their education
at UMass/Amherst, through advising, peer counseling, and tutoring.
The degree to which CCEBMS positively impacts and elevates the
educational reality of African-American students at UMass/Amherst is
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another lens through which this study attempts to examine and analyze the
perceptions of African-American students. Interestingly, the question of
whether CCEBMS was helpful or not elicited strong responses from some
students, but not from others.
Karon claims the program is and was not a positive force in her
undergraduate experience. She states:
I think they actually hinder the learning process. When I come here
for advice, they don’t already know so I’d rather go to my faculty
advisor.
Wil echoes a similar sentiment about CCEBMS. He believes they
hoodwink Black students into believing CCEBMS will support them 100%
(in every aspect of their UMass/Amherst experience), but in fact it offers
nothing more than what’s offered across campus in other academic
advising facilities. Wil claims:
The whole point is that you’re made to feel like CCEBMS is going to
be different, cause they have this title and you’re enrolled in it. Its
like “CCEBMS is for me” CCEBMS is supposed to be different than
going to the CASIAC office or going to my faculty advisor. CCEBMS
was presented to me like something that was gonna help me. They
lure you here to make you think things are gonna be better, but its
not. There’s no difference.
Lori continues the argument by commenting that CCEBMS should
not be put in a position to do everything for everyone, but it should have
the minimal apparatus to ensure some level of comfort for its constituents.
She states:
If you come up here (UMass/Amherst) and you go to CCEBMS....I’m
not saying I expect them to do everything for me, but I expect some

sort of comfort-level to make me feel comfortable enough to open
up and get the things I need. I didn’t get that comfort-level until this
semester (Fall 1996). I’m not saying they don’t do their job. Its just
that you need some level of comfort.
Ultimately, the feeling of the group was that CCEBMS, the one place
they believe is designed to meet their social, cultural, and academic needs,
does not practice what it preaches.
Wil’s perspective on this issue typifies the collective sentiment of the
research group. He states that CCEBMS, as a whole, offers AfricanAmerican students very little to positively reflect on upon their departure
(graduation) from the institution. Wil claims:
While you’re here all you’re thinking about is getting out and once
your gone, there’s nothing for you to look back on. I may go on and
become rich and I’m gonna donate money to CCEBMS so that
CCEBMS can do.Oh (explicit word) what did CCEBMS do? What
did they do to help me? Okay, the Malcolm X Cultural Center.I’ll
give money to them so they can do.Oh (explicit word) what did
they do? They did nothing either. No matter where you go there’s
nothing here for you to say “that’s ours”

Black Students Feeling Connected to UMass/Amherst. The
commentary from the larger group regarding how comfortable and
connected they felt at UMass/Amherst was compelling. Both Tora and Wil
seemed to dominate the conversation but the actual dialogue was fueled
via remarks made by Lee and Paul.
Their statements were centered around how UMass/Amherst, a land
grant public institution, has historically and systematically nurtured an

exclusionary elitist (campus) environment, in which most AfricanAmericans do not feel welcomed. Therefore, the idea of getting involved in
extracurricular activities or non-Black (majority) RSO’s (Registered Student
Organizations), although enticing, did not seem like an option or privilege.
Wil gives examples of his discontent with the university’s inability to
make people of color, particularly African-Americans, feel connected to the
campus.
There’s nothing here at UMass/Amherst to make you feel welcome.
There’s no one situation where you could be like "this or that
program helped me.” That’s why you got all these (Black) people
who went to UMass, who are alumni or whatever, but they don’t
mention it. They don’t come back here. Bill Cosby came here.
Man!.you watch the Cosby show and he puts on every damn
sweatshirt in the world.not once did his sweatshirt say
'UMass/Amherst*. When I leave here the only thing that’s gonna
draw me back here is if Lee calls me and says, ‘To, I gotta go up to
Amherst.” Just like the grad student who Lee spoke with who says
she hasn’t missed a homecoming (at her Alma Mater) in six years.
She don’t even go there anymore, but there’s something at that
school that makes her feel welcome. For instance, the University of
Hartford doesn’t have that many Black people, although the city has
a massive amount of Black people, but those that come through
there constantly come back. Cause there’s something at that school
to make them feel welcome. There’s no one thing at UMass that
makes you say “this or that helped me.”
Tora’s issue with UMass/Amherst’s position on creating a climate
that, at times, is unwelcoming to Black students, is a bit more complicated
and intricate than Wil’s assertions regarding the school’s long legacy of
mistreating Blacks. She believes that the image that UMass/Amherst
projects is a fabrication of what actually takes place at the University of

Massachusetts Amherst. In addition, Tora believed that there was some
ambivalence around how the Black community treat their own, which
magnified feelings of isolation and confusion on the part of Black students
at UMass/Amherst. She states:
How many schools can you tell me have actually been in the news
talking about how their purpose and their intent is to integrate and
to be multicultural? UMass focuses too much on that and gets away
too much on the issue. They want to appear to be multicultural,
therefore, (Black and White, but mostly Black) people who’ve come
here have had high expectations. And when they get here its like
pouring cold water on their face. Because you realize the White
people don’t want you the Black people don’t want you and you
gotta do whatever you gotta do to get out of here and not come
back.
Lee also construes that the University subscribes to a deceptive
posture around what it claims to be its mission and what is actually
practiced related to African-American students. Thus, he argues that in
order for Black American students on the campus of the University of
Massachusetts Amherst to feel connected and entitled they, first, must
become political; this is their reality. Unfortunately, this action is not
required of White American students, because, as Lee states, they don’t
have to worry about their rights being jeopardized.
Lee explains further:
They’re (White students at UMass) lives are drastically drastically
easier than ours (Black students). They go to class from 9-5. At the
end of their class day they don’t have to go the ALANA (AfricanAmerican, Latin-American, Asian-American, and Native-American
Association) Caucus about why this isn’t happening or sit down in
the Chancellor’s boardroom on some ‘ole The New Africa house
doesn't have an elevator. They don’t have to do that. All they gotta
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worry about is four years and the trust fund that mommy got
hooked up. And so they have time for skiing and chess. I’m worried
about getting outta here and who’s coming behind me. To make a
long story short when you get here and you’re Black you have to be
part student and part politician. It’s just that simple. Everybody in
this room right here has acted in some capacity in the best interest
of the Black community on this campus and its a necessity.
Finally, in balancing out this argument, Paul comments that this
idea of feeling connected, in terms of getting involved in campus activities
really boils down to whether or not its’ something his friends are engaged
in. Paul uses the Ski Club (a practically all-White RSO) as an example:
Its not that we don’t want to be a part of the Ski Club. Or because of
the politics or whatever. Its just because my boys don’t want to do it.
Straight up. If I don’t have the comfortability I’m not gon’ go sit with
20 White kids and just ski with them. I do have the interest. I do
want to learn how to ski.I want to do this and that. I want to do
all that stuff they do, but at the same time if I don’t have people
with me its gonna be more of a thing I gotta worry about this now
instead of just worrying about falling down. I gotta worry about
what this kid looking at me for....what is he looking at me for?

Second Focus Group Session
The second focus group session served as an in-depth follow-up to
the first session. Its purpose was to take a deeper look at those points of
saliency initially raised in the first focus group session that seemed to strike
a chord with the research participants. Subsequently, the questions posed
in the second session were more precise and direct, so as to acquire a
greater sensibility into how the group of CCEBMS students interpreted the

/
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university’s institutional posture towards students of color, particularly
African-American students campus-wide.
As in the analysis of the first focus group session, the responses of
the second focus group session were formulated into main themes or points
of saliency. There were three. They were: Part Student and Part Politician:
Feelim Comfortable About UMass: and Sense of Community.

Part Student and Part Politician. In the first group session,
participants set forth an intriguing proposition that all African-American
students at UMass/Amherst must learn to navigate through a duality that
demands that they be part student-part politician. This notion was voiced by
Lee, a Biology major from Southwest, whose family was endowed with
numerous college degrees. According to the group, particularly Lee,
UMass/Amherst Blacks must be adept in performing two roles, otherwise it
could mean their demise. There seems to be a sense of concern around the
basic rights of Blacks (and other students of color) being jeopardized and
infringed upon at any time.
Lee believes that African-American students cannot afford a
carefree attitude towards their socio-academic life, because they’re not
entitled to that. He gives an example of the level of political constraints that
bombard the lives of Black students at UMass/Amherst by discussing a
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recent incident, which took place in the DC where a Black student (without
provocation) was harassed. He elaborates:
We have to worry about our rights being infringed upon to the point
where two years ago we can’t eat in the DC (Dinning Commons)
without being called a nigger (by one of the staff people). That’s
something we have to take into account. I’ve noticed on this campus
that there are people who aren’t students of color have the benefit
and the pleasure.they have the benefit of going to this campus
without worrying about the constraints of somebody trying to...umm
take away your rights or make you feel less than they do or you
have less right to be an adept student at the University of
Massachusetts/Amherst..whatever. With that in mind we lack
the....the carefree mentality like just going to class, to the DC, to
the dorms, or chilling. We have to be part student and part
politician.
The group did not complement Lee’s commentary with parallel
ideas or remarks, but on the other hand no one seemed to refute his
understanding of how African-American lives are systematically politiczed
on the campus of predominantly White University of Massachusetts
Amherst.

Feeling Comfortable About UMass/Amherst. This section of
commentary in the focus group revealed that most felt uncomfortable
about the campus, but accepted it as reality. However, Karon and Paul
disclosed that they were relatively comfortable.
Craig, one of those who’s not entirely comfortable explains that
UMass/Amherst may not be conducive to the interests of African-American
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collegians because of the history in the town of Amherst (itself). He
declares:
This campus is limited. If s good we are in an area where we don’t
have to worry about getting shot. We have a lot of resources, but
when they made this campus, just like at Amherst College, it wasn’t
designed for us. For us they made slave quarters so we could help
slave owner’s kids with their schoolwork.
Wil houses the same sentiment as Craig and believes Black students
are not comfortable at UMass/Amherst, because the campus culture is
totally different from the one(s) they’re coming from. But according to Wil,
African-American students (for their own survival) can adjust and learn to
be comfortable. Wil asserts:
I don’t think people are comfortable here. Some people come up
here from environments where they’re not used to being around this
stuff. Being comfortable comes with age. My attitude has changed.
When I first got here I was like, “What, my mom is off my back; I can
oversleep. I’m loving this.” After a while you think, “it’s about my
diploma.” That’s what I’m here for. But the hard part is, I gotta fight
through much more than these White kids to get my diploma. When
they wake up in the morning, they know that there’s something
there for them. We don’t have that luxury.
Unlike Wil, Paul and Karon believe that Black students should
not have a major problem feeling comfortable. Paul states that he’s never
felt like there was a problem. He claims:
Being comfortable is your own responsibility. I’ve been here (the
town of Amherst) in the summer when there’s no Black people; I’ve
never had a problem.
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Karon’s perception is no different. She postulates that
UMass/Amherst is not as confining with respect to Blacks as the rest of the
group would have you think. Karon states:
I’m not saying the campus is geared towards minorities, but as a
Black person you should be able to go out and tap into
resources....do what you gotta do. I don’t feel limited in any way.

Sense of Community. With the presence of Black RSO’s, like the BSU
(Black Student Union) and BMCP (Black Mass Communication Project)
alongside ALANA (African-American, Latin-American, Asian-American, and
Native American Association), the researcher anticipated that members of
the focus group would divulge a reservoir of information regarding their
perception of the sense of community among African-American students.
Surprisingly, that was not the case. Most of the members in this focus
group had very little to share. Thus, the issue of community was a minor
theme, with the exception of its relationship to those focus group members
who reside in the Gorman dormitory (in the central part of the campus).
Gorman interestingly, does have an informal communal atmosphere
that is recognized and respected by the Black community on campus. Paul
explains further:
It’s the trickle down effect. Me and Craig could probably say we
have a sense of community where we live (in Gorman). Where we
live we’re comfortable there. We see our people. When we came
here (to UMass/Amherst) we had E, we had Jerry, we had Kane, we
had all these guys who were here before us. They hooked us up with
everything.
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I’m eighteen years old; I need a drink on a Saturday Jerry would
come through knocking on the door saying, “yo Ym doing rounds.
Yall need anything?” And then he’d also hook me up with other
stuff. He took a class before me and told me how he’s got this and
that if I need it.
And now what me and Craig are doing, not that we’re looking
for gratitude, but because Jerry and them did that for us, we’re
looking out for those under us.
Lee, who resides in Southwest (the West) acknowledges and
respects the Gorman dynamic, but believes that the informal mentorship
among Black students, which is Bible at Gorman, is in jeopardy campus¬
wide. He claims that no one looks out for one another anymore. According
to him the ball has been dropped. Lee explains his position further:
Somewhere along the line the ball is being dropped, because Wil
and I have the same relationship that you and Craig have. There
were people who looked out for us when we were young heads, but
either me and him are dropping the ball or the freshmen are hardheaded....but there’s some kind of break in the communication.
In his eagerness to respond to the idea of individuals dropping the
ball, Wil interrupts Lee stating:
Not to knock Gorman, but one thing about it is in Gorman its easier,
cause you got a bunch of people in one area. So its easier for the
community there. But when you breakdown into Southwest and
Sylvan (Northeast campus) the spacing is that there problems are so
overwhelming that they ain’t got time to help anyone else. And its
like the dropping of the ball....I don’t think its being dropped. Its just
that people not picking it up. People not picking it up. We got Blacks
in housing; we got Blacks in financial aid; we got Blacks all over this
place (the University of Massachusetts Amherst), but most of the
people who work in those positions won’t even tell nobody (that
they’re there).
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This particular issue was the last matter raised in the (second)
group discussion. At the end of the session the researcher requested
volunteers (from the group) to participate in personal interviews that
would further his observation of the subjects brought up in the group
discussions.

Individual Interviews

The long interview method as conducted by the researcher was
administered through a phenomenological context that was sensitive to the
privacy and time constraints of the participants. The interviews were
designed to gain further insight into the following recurring topics surfaced
by the focused group discussions: College Preparation: Contact with White
Students/Faculty: The Present Limitations on Black Students; Black Students’
Sense of Comfort and Connectedness: The Perception of Community and Black
Leadership: The Effectiveness of CCEBMS: and Black Students as Outsiders.

These themes were explored further during personal interviews with
six volunteers (from the original fourteen participants). The six were:
Craig, Tora, Wil, Paul, Karon, and Lee.

The interview objective was to raise all of the seven themes
presented to the focus groups and then follow the lead of participants as to
which topics produced the most interest and discussion. Out of the seven
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areas, four seemed to incite the most discourse among the interviewees.
They were: 1) The Present Limitations on Black Students: 2) Black Students'
Sense of Comfort and Connectedness; 3) The Effectiveness of the CCEBMS
Program; and 41 Black Students as Outsiders. The other three were

discussed, but the participants did not appear impassioned about these
particular topic areas.

The Present Limitations on Black Students
The subjects were asked if the quality of their education was
affected by (tangible/intangible) limitations that existed at
UMass/Amherst. The six interviewees appeared split down the middle, in
terms of how they felt about the potential limitations influencing their
academic performance.
Karon and Craig felt that there weren’t any tangible limitations and
believed that Black students had as much access as anybody else, to the
resources offered by the University. Karon proclaims:
For me there were no limitations that I was aware of. I always did
what I had to do.
Similarly Craig states:
We (African-American students at UMass/Amherst) have access to a
lot of things if we just open our minds. I don’t know a lot of other
campuses where you have a radio station and a television station. If
you don’t take advantage of it, then of course you gonna feel like
“Oh, ’well there's nothing her for me.” I wasn’t involved in video
before I came here, but it was free, so I did (get involved).
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However, in Lee’s interview, he proposed a different perception. He
presumes and insinuates that the limitations that plague Black students at
UMass/Amherst are impediments of a tangible and diverse nature. In
essence, these limitations are not one dimensional, and appear to come in
all shapes and sizes. Lee attests:
There are so many.so many tangible limitations. They will throw
a million and one things at you to obscure your education, or to
make your existence at the university seem bleak. First of all you
have professors who treat you as if you’re a second class citizen; as if
your money isn’t as green as anybody else’s. You have Dan
McGuffin, the Bursar, who will throw you out (of school) in a
minute, okay. You have Burt Beatty at Financial Aid who’s not
operating at full capacity. You also have Jean Russell, who’s also in
the Bursar’s Office.the worst bitch on two feet that you ever want
to meet. Pretty much, everyone in Whitmore minus the Dean’s
Office will try to get you. Those are tangible hindrances. The
obstacles are immense!
Complementary to Lee’s statements are those remarks made by Wil.
His commentary regarding the limitations African-American students are
faced with, tend to be more intangible than the ones raised by Lee. Wil
suggests that many Blacks limit themselves and describes these self¬
limitations as obstructions that diminish the quality of education for Black
Americans at predominantly White UMass/Amherst. He argues:
Its just so easy to limit yourself up here, because they don’t reach
out. And they don’t realize that (Black) people (students) are
coming from places where they’re just used to being screwed over
all the time.
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Black Student’s Sense of Comfort and Connectedness
Interactions among students on a large multiracial, multilingual
campus places individuals in new, often unfamiliar situations. For many
students it is the first time they have gone to school with someone from
another race or culture. Long-standing stereotypes and attitudes cloud
these relationships, making them problematic and uncertain.
Lori, a member of the university track team believes that all
nationalities have a responsibility to themselves and each other to reach
out and asserts that its not as simple as White students feeling intimidated
to approach Black students, which many of her peers (in the group
discussions) alluded to. She states:
Looking at White people.yeah, some of them do hate us. We all
know that. But some of them really want to get to know us and if
they ask us a question and we brush them off, /know....because
some of us do have attitudes that they just don’t understand. Vlmow
they’re not gonna be like “o/i well let me give it one more try.” Cause
they feel like in some-ways they’re trying and we’re not responding.
We have our reasons why we’re not responding, but we don’t know
that we’re not and in their case they’re the same way so it goes both
ways. And we just keep running around in a big-ass circle for no
0explicit word) reason instead of just facing each other and doing
what we have to do. Because sometimes I know I want to carry a
conversation with a White person; these White girls that live next
door to me seem sooo cool, but I will not talk to them cause they’re
White. We just all scared.That’s what it comes down to.
It was the examiner’s intention to inquire about the level of comfort
and belonging Black American students internalized at the University.
What he found was that the majority of those interviewed affirmed that
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their first year was a transitional period. It was uncomfortable for many
reasons, but mostly because they were non-Whites saturated in a
completely Eurocentric setting twenty-four hours a day. Both Craig and Wil
heavily affirmed that for many Blacks (including themselves) this dynamic
is generally unnatural. Yet, you learn to adapt. Craig explains:
I’m comfortable now because I’m a senior and a lot of people both
Black and White know me so I feel pretty comfortable. But when I
first came I didn’t feel comfortable. I was straight from New York
(City) and I didn’t like White people. I wasn’t really used to being
around more people that was a different color than myself.
Wil advances Craig’s argument by suggesting that:
Up here, outside of myself, my day begins and ends with White
people. I’m more comfortable now, but when I was a freshman I
wasn’t comfortable...at all. Back then I was looking for a comfort
zone wondering where all the people like me were. It was my first
time being around so many White people and I was basically
amused.
These sentiments by no means are new. From the outset this was the
kind of feedback the investigator received from the participants during the
first level of inquiry. Yet, along these lines of comfort and connectedness
both Lee and Karon had stronger more elaborate feelings on the subject.
Lee explained that although he was comfortable he probably could be more
comfortable if he had membership to a particular racial group. He
expounds:
Comfort is relative. I’m relatively comfortable. I wouldn’t be as
comfortable as say a Heather, or an Ingrid, or a Billy (inferring these
are names belonging exclusively to White students at UMass/Amherst),

but I’m relatively comfortable. I have adequate housing, adequate
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food; I’m around people that I know and like and hopefully like
me. In that respect I have relative comfort.
Karon briefly, yet emotionally, conveys a parallel belief, but is a
realist and subscribes to the concept of dealing with the cards you’re dealt.
She declares:
I think I’m pretty comfortable. I hate UMass! I could be more
comfortable, but there’s not a lot of choices here at UMass so you
deal with what you have.

The Effectiveness of the CCEBMS Program
Whether or not the CCEBMS academic support program enhanced
or curtailed the academic experience (s) of those interviewed was not
clearly defined. In fact the responses at times seemed obscure and
ambivalent by nature. Some felt CCEBMS was helpful. Some felt otherwise
and could literally care less. Most felt CCEBMS could be doing a whole lot
more than what it is doing for students of color.
The strongest commentary came from Tora, Craig, and Karon. Tora
felt the mission and intent of the program was commendable, but the
practice was suspect; even condescending at times. Tora states:
I think the intention of CCEBMS is good, but the practice is not
directed towards the interests of its students. For instance, there
needs to be a level of networking and connection that will keep us
and the freshmen from falling in the cracks. When we come up in
here (CCEBMS) they make us feel like as Black people we’re not
going to be seen as a student, but a Black person. So we need to
come over to CCEBMS because they can deal with us on our level. I
don’t think that’s the appropriate way to do things.
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Craig, although he agrees with what CCEBMS stands for, also has
some reservations about the shortcomings of the services the program
provides: Craig contends:
CCEBMS helps out by being there. Just by their existence. You’ll
always have someone who’s Black who you can go to. But as far as
them reaching out and informing you of stuff..nah! CCEMBS
should be giving out flyers letting everyone know about the Mather
Career Center, Health Services, Mental Health, etc.
Unlike the other two (Craig and Tora) Karon, in her interview,
construed that CCEBMS is exclusively helpful to the freshmen and not to
the rest of its undergraduates. Otherwise, according to Karon, the program
lacks in its ability to encourage its constituents to explore the academic
resources available within the purview of the campus. She remarks:
It helps in some ways and in other ways it hinders. It helps when
you’re a freshmen.yknow. You have that feeling of home or
family when you first come up here, because you never know what
to expect. But then in a way it hinders you because its like
separation from the beginning....yJoiow. They’re basically grabbing
up all the minorities and separating them from the rest of the
students here. A lot of people don’t have the experience of going out
there and finding different resources and doing different things that
may be available to them, but they just don’t know about it because
they’re accustomed to going to CCEBMS.

Blacks Students as Outsiders
The examiner was interested in whether or not, at any time, the
participants felt like outsiders. The two African-American males, Craig and
Lee from New York City had the most to say about this matter. Both
interviewees respond in very figurative, descriptive language to
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characterize how they feel about the outsider issue and its relationship to
their skin color (and gender). Craig submits an anecdote and Lee bestows
an analogy in an effort to portray one another’s conception.
Craig narrates:
Being in the School of Management they, even though I may be on
the same (grade) level as them, tend to explain things (in class) to
me more thoroughly. They won’t explain it to Bob sitting right next
to ‘em. Why’s he going to explain it to me more thoroughly to try
and make me understand and didn’t just think “Well Craig do you
understand?” At least give me that much credit. They look at us and
our hair and think “Look at his hair; its always messy and nappy. He
must be a hoodlum.” They know that this (UMass/Amherst) is here
for them.
Lee offers an analogy his commentary with respect to the issue. He
remarks:
If you’re familiar with the UMass dorms we have a certain type of
door where it can be locked and closed or it can be closed and
unlocked. The door is very...very much closed. If you come and the
door is closed you’re less inclined to try to enter. If the door is
closed and locked you’re definitely not going to enter unless
somebody opens it. Now, there is a very definitive mainstream
culture on this campus that closes the door to us. How locked it is, is
subject to opinion, I guess, but very much closed. And I’d be more
inclined to see the door to the mainstream closed. Then through the
process of socialization and innate familiarity be more likely to chill
with my people in the less mainstream (I won’t say subculture,
because that suggest inferiority, but) parallel culture. I’d be more
inclined to deal with my people instead of the main culture who’s
seen fit to close the door on us.
Three other subject areas were discussed, but in much less detail.
These topics were not primary issues for these students. Basically, they
made only passing mention of the topics, although the fact that it came up
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at all indicates that some degree of significance should be attributed to
them. That is each theme is an element of the Black college student’s
experience that has an impact on their lives and their chances for success
in higher education at the University of Massachusetts Amherst.
The three secondary points raised were: 1) Contact with White
Students/Facultv - most of those interviewed revealed that their contact
with European-Americans, aside from professors and teaching assistants
was minimal. The participants all seemed to come from places that were
not heavily populated by White folks. Wil said that before he came to
UMass/Amherst, the only White people he saw were the drug addicts, the
cops, and the (school) teachers. He goes on to state that he really had no
real opinion on the faculty and that he felt somewhat uncomfortable
around Whites because he never knew what they were thinking.
The heart (Hartford, CT) is wit my people. And when I don’t see
them y’know-what-I’m-saying. Its like damn. Cause (here at
UMass/Amherst) the thing is you never know what’s on that White
person’s mind. You never know. This mother (explicit word) may
live next door to me, the whole time, and I may never know....he’s
probably one of the biggest racist mother (explicit word) in the
world.
2) College Preparation - the group appeared split down the middle,
in terms of who felt they were prepared and who felt they were unprepared
for social and academic rigor at predominantly White UMass/Amherst. For
instance Craig felt he was unprepared for college, but Tora felt she was
prepared.
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(Craig)
In my high school I don’t think I got an overall education. There was
a lot of stuff that I could’ve learned, but they didn’t teach us a lot of
things....a lot of things. I think if I woulda had a lot more money I
would have gotten a better education and went to a much better
school than UMass.
(Tora)

I had a pretty decent educational background before coming to
UMass. I was prepared for my SAT’s by being in Honors and upperlevel courses. I also had a strong teacher support base. A lot of my
teachers liked me.
3). The Perception of the Community and Black Leadership - the
impression from the six subjects (interviewed) was that there was no real
sense of community or leadership among the Black students.
Craig believes that Gorman is wonderfully communal compared to
anywhere else on campus and attributes the lack of leadership to a lack of
community campus-wide.

In Gorman we pass down the torch just like it was passed down to
me. We still do that. That’s why the freshmen there have so much
confidence in themselves. They might not have done good in school,
but those kids stick together. No matter what. In an area
concentrated like Gorman its easier than an area like the West
(Southwest campus). Well, you could do it in the West, but there’s
just so much stuff going on—y’know. There isn’t like a group of
Black kids who just stick together with the freshmen and
sophomores like we do in Gorman.
When I first came, BMCP (Black Mass Communication Project) and
the BSU (Black Student Union) RSO’s were strong. They supported
everything Black. But now its like BMCP and BSU are kinda falling
apart. Its just a bunch of scattered people, y’know.with not one
voice. Just a whole bunch of voices.yeah.
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Survey-Questionnaires

To add to the overall picture of Black student perceptions about
their college experience, survey-questionnaires were distributed to the
larger campus to ascertain the views of Black third and fourth-year
collegians regarding those topics of interest uncovered by the researcher in
the focus groups and the individual interviews.
A series of statements outlined in the researcher’s surveyquestionnaire were designed to probe responses to issues of ethnicity,
isolation, academic support and racism (on a five-scale unit of measure,
namely: Strongly agree: Agree; No opinion: Disagree: and Strongly disagree).
Two hundred and seventy-one surveys were disseminated across
and off campus to African-American upper-class men and women to
determine whether the questionnaire data would corroborate or modify the
themes generated by the focus group sessions and the individual
interviews.
Eleven percent, a total of thirty, surveys were completed and
returned to the investigator. Twenty (66.7%) were completed by females
and the other ten (33.3%) by males. See Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2
Gender Profile

Lama:
Percent

Freauencv
Female
Male
Total

Valid Percent Cumulative
Percent
66.7
66.7
66.7
33.3
33.3
100
100
100
100

20
_10
30
30

The surveys revealed that, generally, the respondents were
concerned with issues centered around the dynamics of institutional
racism, the climate present in UMass/Amherst classrooms and its dinning
commons (DC), and the role of CCEBMS in the academic lives of Black
students in a predominantly White collegiate setting.
In the context of institutional racism the data appears inconsistent
and other times quite definitive. For instance, 56.7% (see Table 4.3) of
those who were surveyed (at least those who returned the surveys) agreed
that (all) the student services and resources (at UMass/Amherst) are
available to all students regardless of race or ethnicity.
Table 4.3
Availability of
Student Services

1Student services and resources are available to all students regardless of race’
Cumulative
Valid
Freauencv Percent
Percent
Percent
Stronslv agree
Agree
No ODinion
Disagree
Total

3

10

12
_2
8
30

56.7

6.7
26.7
100
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10
56.7
67
26.7
100

10
66.7
73.3
100

Yet when confronted with the statement that there are no limitations
placed on students of color Table 4.4 illustrates that 43.3% (disagreed) of

those surveyed believe differently and 26.7% (strongly disagreed) strongly
believed differently.
Table 4.4
Social
Limitations
There are no social limitations imposed uvon me as a student of color'
Freauencv
Agree
No opinion
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Total

Percent

5
4
13
8
30

Valid Percent
16.7
13.3

43.3
26.7
100

Cumulative Percent
16.7
30
73.3
100

16.7
13.3
43.3
26.7
100

On the other hand, the information revealed in Table 4.5 regarding
how the students perceive whether the institution practices racism or not
(53.3% agreed that the institution practices racism and 16.7% strongly
agreed) matches the findings found in Table 4.6 which reflects the student’s

confidence in the ability of the university to address incidents of
harassment. 50% agreed with the statement and 16.7% strongly agreed.
Table 4.5
Institutional
Racism
This institution practices racism’
Freauencv
Strongly agree
Agree
No opinion
Disagree
Total

5
16
5
4
30

Valid Percent

Percent

16.7
53.3
16.7
13.3
100
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16.7
53.3
16.7
13.3
100

Cumulative
Percent
16.7
70
86.7
100

Table 4.6
Confidence In
University
7 am not confident in the University's ability to respond effectively to incidents of
_harrassment against Black students’_
Freauencv Percent
Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
5
16.7
Strongly agreed
16.7
50
15
Agree
50

16.7

No opinion

5

16.7

16.7

66.7
83.3

Disagree

3

10

10

93.3

Strongly disagree

2

6.7
100

6.7
100

100

30

Total

However, more ambiguity, in terms of the data, is revealed when
the researcher examines the racial atmosphere within the classroom. The
largest number, 33.3% (in Table 4.7), of respondents agreed that their
experiences with the faculty indicated that their skin color was not a major
issue, yet Table 4.8 suggested differently. It implied that, only 20 percent of
the respondents felt that negative remarks were challenged by course
instructors.
Table 4.7
Experience With
The Faculty
‘Mv experiences with faculty indicate that they are unaffected by my skin color’
Cumulative
Valid
Freauencv Percent
Percent
Percent
10.3
10.3
10
3
Strongly agree
44.8
34.5
33.3
10
Agree
65.5
20.7
20
6
No opinion
93.1
27.6
26.7
8
Disagree
100
6.9
6/7
2
Strongly disagree
100
96.7
29
Total
System Missing
Total

i _33
33
1
100
30
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Table 4.8
Negative
Remarks
‘Negative remarks about Blacks made by students in class go unchallenged by most
course instructors'
Frequency Percent
Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
Strongly agree
2
6.7
6.9
30
Agree
31
9
12
40
No opinion
41.4
13.3
Disagree
13.8
4
2
Strongly disagree
6.7
6.9
100
Total
96.7
29
3.3
1
System Missing
i
33
Total
100
30

6.9
37.9
79.3
93.1
100

Subsequently, the respondent’s perception of the racial climate in
the classroom was much different than their perception of the climate in
the dinning commons.
The participants of the survey were questioned about their sense of
diversity and racial balkanization in the dinning commons. Surprisingly
Table 4.9 indicates that 50% those polled appeared indifferent, signifying
that they had no opinion as to the normalcy of the absence of color in the
dinning commons.
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Table 4.9
Diversity At The
DC
7 am not bothered by the lack of student diversity at the dinnim commons’
Freauencv
Strongly agree
Agree
No opinion
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Total
System Missing
Total

Percent

Valid Percent Cumulative
Percent

1
3.3
13.3
4
15
50
6
20
3
10
29
96.7
1
3.3
I _T3
100
30

3.4
13.8
51.7
20.7
10.3
100

3.4
17.2
69
89.7
100

An analysis of CCEBMS within the survey-questionnaire framework,
uncovered discrepancies between the opinions of those surveyed and those
interviewed. The impression given in the interviews was that although
CCEBMS symbolically represented support and advocacy for students of
color, particularly African-Americans, it really was inefficient and
minimally impacted its constituents.
However, the data regarding the perception of CCEBMS by Black
students produced by the survey-questionnaires communicated a much
different narrative. As indicated by Tables 4.10, 4.11, and 4.12 CCEBMS
Peer Counseling, Tutorial Services, and Academic Advising, have been
more helpful than originally disclosed (in focus groups and personal
interviews).
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Table 4.10
Peer Counseling
‘Peer counseling at CCEBMS helps more than it hinders’
Freauencv
Strongly agree
Agree
No ooinion
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Total

6
14
7
2
1
30

Percent

Valid Percent

20
46.7
23.3
6.7
3.3
100

Cumulative Percent

20
46.7
23.3
6.7
3.3
100

20
66.7
90
96.7
100

The evidence displayed in Table 4.10 proclaims that the Peer
Counseling component, at CCEBMS, is more helpful than hindering, as
indicated by many of the research participants in the first focused-group
discussion. 46.7% agreed that it helps more than it hinders and 20%
strongly agreed. Correspondingly, Table 4.11 and Table 4.12 illustrates the

respondents’ satisfaction with CCEBMS’s academic advising and tutorial
services.
Table 4.11
Helpful
Advising
‘CCEBMS advising is helpful’
Freauencv
Strongly agree
Agree
No opinion
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Total
System Missing
Total

8
12
4
4
1
29
1
I
30

Valid Percent

Percent

26.7
40
13.3
13.3
3.3
96.7
3.3
33
100
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27.6 !
41.4
13.8
13.8
3.4
100

Cumulative Percent
27.6
69
82.8
96.6
100

Table 4.12
Tutorial Services

‘The tutorial services offered by CCEBMS is satisfactory’
Freauencv
Stronelv agree
Agree
No opinion
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Total

4
9
12
3
1
1
30

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

13.3
30
40
10
3.3
33
100

13.3
30

40
10
3.3
33
100

13.3
43.3
83.3
93.3
96.7
100

Overall, the findings of the survey seemed to support the initial
disclosures (of the interviewees and the focus group) around institutional
racism and the different ways in which its manifested on the campus of
predominantly White UMass/Amherst.
Yet, with respect to CCEBMS the information received earlier (from
the focus groups and interviews) did not correlate well with the data borne
of the survey, which seemed to view CCEBMS in a more positive vein.
Overall the findings suggest that Black students at UMass/Amherst,
although discontented with the university’s treatment of AfricanAmericans, accept this dilemma as reality and uitlize the CCEBMS program
whenever possible, for assistance.
This may reflect a point a made earlier that Black students learn
more strategies for survival as they get further into their college career.
Nonethless, further analysis and scrutiny of the findings must be conducted
by the researcher to make meaning of their relationship to the original
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research questions. Chapter five will serve as the medium by which this
process will be explored.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Summary of the Findings

The findings of this dissertation-study offer an intensive look at issues
of desegregation, entitlement, alienation (and isolation) and academic
support programming in the context of the African-American collegiate
experience on predominantly White UMass/Amherst.
As has been widely documented, predominantly White campuses are
difficult places to live and study for many students of color. From the
moment Black students arrive they are branded and labeled with minority,
Le. ‘minor people’ status. Their lives are bombarded daily with social

impediments and stresses which create an identifiable racialized climate,
that negatively impacts on them in various ways, namely: poor academic
performance; personal unhappiness due to the socio-academic climate; and
leaving school before graduation because of administrative issues (with

housing, the Bursars Office, Financial Aid, etc.)
This study found that many African-American collegians at the
predominantly White University of Massachusetts Amherst appeared
authentically acrimonious and disenchanted with the institution’s treatment
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of Black students. The remarks and comments revealed in the focus groups
and personal interviews advertised malpractice on the part of
UMass/Amherst. Alongside other data, the survey information, although
substantial, did not have a high enough return rate to make strong assertions
yet mild insinuations could be inferred.
In addition, the study discovered that many African-Americans
harbored unreal collegiate expectations and seemed ill-prepared for the
scholastic rigor of college, because of their training (or tracking) at decadent
public schools in the New York, Boston, and Hartford urban centers.
Mainly, the commentary of the research participants were centered or
crystallized around two specific areas of interest with regard to the focus of
the study, namely the racial dynamics of a) the dinning commons and
classrooms and b) the CCEBMS academic support program.

A third area, residential life, was discussed and surveyed, but was not
significant (in the context of the study), in the minds of the students. Never
the less, every issue raised by the participants in the study offer insights into
how Black college undergraduates are making sense of their higher
education experiences.

The Dinning Commons and the Classrooms
Conversations in the group sessions about the racial atmosphere of
the cafeterias on campus revealed some intriguing perceptions. Most of the
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research participants at one time or another have had uncomfortable
experiences at the dinning commons (DC). From Lee explaining that, “we
can’t eat in the DC without being called a nigger” (referring to the previously

mentioned incident where, for no reason, a cafeteria worker called a student
this obscenity) to Justina’s account of some White students who without
asking if they could sit with her, surrounded her and launched a
conversation (around her) as if she were invisible, the sentiment was clear:
Black students at UMass/Amherst feel that they are marginal beings who can
be infringed upon at will, by most anyone or anything.
Interestingly, under further scrutiny, the saliency of racial politics in
the dinning commons appeared to lose its flavor outside of the focus group
dynamic. Almost nothing was disclosed in the individual interviews about
potential race-related issues in the dinning halls across campus. Secondly,
the survey-questionnaires (with its 11% rate of return) revealed that more
than half (53.3%) of the Black students surveyed, as shown in Table 5.1 had
no opinion regarding the lack of diversity in the DC.
Table 5.1
Student Diversity
The lack of student diversity at the dinnim commons bothers me'
Freauencv
Strongly agree
A^ree
No opinion
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Total
System Missing
Total

Cumulative
Percent

Valid
Percent

Percent
6.7
16.7

2
5
16
5
1
29
1
_1
30

53.3
16.7
3.3
96.7
3,3
3.3
100
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17.2
55.2
17.2
3.4
100

(L9
24.1
79.3
96.6
100

1

An examination of the classroom dynamic in terms of a racialized
climate (as perceived by the African-American students at UMass/Amherst)
illustrated that there’s a greater sense of consistency between the output
from the focus group sessions, the personal interviews, and the results of the
survey-questionnaires, than the output revealed from the DC.
While the pattern was sketchy, there was some congruency between
the results of the survey and the data disclosed in both the personal
interviews and the focus group discussions. Most of the respondents revealed
that at one time or another they experienced some level of racial uneasiness
in class. On numerous occasions the research participants reported accounts
of provocation on the part of their course instructors or classmates, in which
they expected Black students to speak for the African-American race
(defining their behavior and tendencies) as if it could be done; ultimately
diminishing African-American culture to monolithism, as evidenced in the
previous chapter by both Wil and Shula’s graphic narrative of being singled
out in the classroom.
Table 5.2
Faculty Remarks
Freauencv
Stronelv agree
Agree
No opinion
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Total
System Missing
Total

Valid Percent Cumulative
Percent

Percent
6J
16.7
26.7
36.7
10

2
5
8
11
3
29
1
i
30

96.7
33
33
100
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6.9
17.2
27.6
37.9
10.3
100

(L9
24.1
51.7
89.7
100

Correspondingly, Table 5.2 asserts that 36.7% disagreed that
‘negative remarks about Blacks made by students in class are challenged by
most course instructors/ Another 10% strongly disagreed and 26.7% had no
opinion. In the view of these students, university classrooms are places

where racism can emerge at any moment and where Black students are
alienated, isolated, and instantaneously put on the spot.
In spite of the low rate of return of the survey, there are still some
basic postulations that can be made as to how African-American juniors and
seniors at the predominantly White UMass/Amherst feel about sitting in
classes and dinning halls across campus, namely: 1) that the DC for firstyear African-Americans can be a tortuous experience, because of the ethnic
balkanization which only intensifies their (numerical and social) minority
status; 2) that Black students (first, second, third, or fourth year) are not
socially, politically, or culturally comfortable in UMass/Amherst classrooms;
and 3) that many faculty members knowingly or unknowingly racially
climatize their classrooms in such a way that many Black students
progressively become vulnerable, cynical, and unengaged in the classroom.

The CCEBMS Program
The University of Massachusetts Amherst, because of its size and
predominance of White students, can be a very intimidating and
overwhelming for African-Americans. As a result the CCEBMS (Committee
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for the Collegiate Education of Black and Other Minority Students) program
was constructed to serve as an academic support network whose purpose
was to help buffer African-American students from inevitable institutional
dissonance prevalent at many public land grant PWIs (predominantly White
Institutions).
Yet, according to the triangulated data-which exhibited a negative,
positive, and neutral perception of CCEBMS-many of the research
participants viewed CCEBMS as somewhat of a non-factor in terms of how
they conceptualized the uniqueness of their experience as Black students on
a predominantly White campus.
The non-factor perception held by those who participated in the study
is a plausible position when we take into account the perplexed nature of a
support program in which there’s a discrepancy between how it actually
effectively helps its students and how it claims to assist its students.
While reflecting, the consensus of the respondents as first and secondyear students was that the program was helpful because of its existence and
its proposed mission, thus their assumptions, as to how helpful the program
was were unrealistic, but oddly worked in their favor. The fact that they feel
supported in a potentially hostile environment is invaluable. It’s not until
they’re faced with social, political, or cultural hardship (which potentially
jeopardizes their academic reality) that these students begin to question the
credibility of the program, in terms of how they understand it as an
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academic support entity. The program, subsequently, cannot or does not
assist the student in a way that could help them resolve their issues. Thus,
failing the student.
Generally, the research participants took the position that the
program was helpful, but in a minimal way and therefore needs
improvement or re-assessment of the scope of its directives.

Interpreting Meaning-Making

The process of making meaning based on the research data was a
perplexing task for the researcher, because there were three forms of
instrumentation used to analyze (and triangulate) the research questions.
Each instrument revealed different degrees of opinion, particularly as it
related to CCEBMS.
The focus group sessions were exceptionally exciting and heated. On
both occasions the students stayed behind after the session to talk about
issues related to the topics discussed. As a result, the researcher held these
comments with the highest regard. He presumed them to be authentic.
However, he also felt that the commentary was influenced by the nature of
the discussion and the group dynamics. Thus, some discretion was used.
However, half of the students interviewed were not as vocal as they
were in the focus groups. The other half remained the same. The researcher
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believed that somewhere between the personal interviews and the focus
groups lied the true feelings of the research participants.
As far as the survey-questionnaire, which had an 11% rate of return,
were concerned the investigator interpreted the response as less reflective of
the Black student population. He believed the profile of these Black students
were equated with those students who, Love (1993) and Hughes (1987)
referred to as “self-startersacademically aggressive individuals (of color)
who subscribed to the idea of taking full advantage of university services and
programs.
In addition to it not being clear, the comments made by these people
demonstrated the actual sentiment of the Black student population on
campus plus the return rate was low. Therefore, the researcher was very
tentative with respect to factoring in these findings into how he interpreted
and made meaning of the study as a whole.

The Meaning Behind Black Student Perceptions

Perception of Intercultural Interaction
The information produced by the focus group, the personal
interviews, and the surveys tend to be congruous and incongruous. The
perceptions of intercultural interaction, as recorded, from the focus group
and the personal interviews were congruous. They divulged that there
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seemed to be no real interaction between ethnic groups, especially Blacks
and White students unless they were compelled to interact because of course
requirements or living arrangements. However, the results of the survey
demonstrate that some CCEBMS students do interact with White students
(see Table 5.3).
Table 5.3
Intercultural
Interaction
7 have no problem interacting with students from various cultural and ethnic backgrounds’
Frequency
Strongly agree
Agree
No opinion
Disagree
Total
System Missing
Total

16
10
1
2
29
1
1
30

Percent

Valid Percent
53.3
33.3
3.3
6.7
96.7
3.3
33
100

55.2
34.5
3.4
6.9
100

Cumulative
Percent
55.2
89.7
93.1
100

The data revealed in Table 5.3, although compelling, contradicts the
information generated via the focus groups and interviews. Both methods
produced negative or at least indifferent commentary, regarding the notion
of Black-White student interaction on campus.
The implication here could be that most Black students have an array
of personal intelligences that enables them to interact with all kinds of
students across cultural, social, and political lines or that those who
participated in the survey were not representative of the sample used for the
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focus groups and interview insinuating heterogeneity among the Black
community (of students).
The fact is, the Black student perception of Black-White student
interaction cannot (completely) be generalized because individual students
interpret and respond differently in different socio-political situations with
different White students.

Outside of the survey, all of the data collected affirmed a definitive
climate of segregation along racial and social lines between both White and
Black American students, in the context of intercultural interaction.
This reality is signified by the example Paul, who in one of the focus
group sessions, disclosed that (although he would not mind participating) he
had a disinclination to engage in certain extracurricular activities or RSO’s
(like the Ski Club) because they were exclusively White-dominated and
would not be comfortable in that setting nor was it something his friends
did.
The University of Massachusetts Amherst has a long history of
institutional discrimination rooted in racism. The students interviewed and
surveyed insinuated that there was nothing here for them. There was
nothing at UMass/Amherst that made them feel like they're a part of a larger
community. This is why many stated that they have no intention of coming
back to UMass/Amherst after they graduate because of how disenfranchised
they felt, in relation to the campus culture. Notions of entitlement or
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connection do not apply to them. As a result (as stated by Wil, who chooses
not to participate in some classes) many students learn to adopt cynicism as
a way of coping and making sense. Paradoxically, it is this same cynicism
and disinclination regarding the collegiate experience that potentially
compromises the quality of their education.
The irony here is that there are programs, organizations, and socalled cultural centers in place to off-set the socio-cultural alienation many
students of color feel, but unfortunately it’s inadequate in the face of such an
overwhelming White supremacist cultural context at the University. Many of
these social and cultural constructs are in fact, marginalized by the
institution. According to many Black students, the perception is that these
agencies are lacking in funding, management, and support. So although

there are places to go, institutionally, they’re treated like outside
components of the university system. Thus, they are not given the same
privileges as their non-ethnic counterparts.
Naturally, Black students interpret this manifestation as another
symbol of exclusion and disenfranchisement of people of color, particularly
Blacks. Thus, for a myriad of African-American students, interacting with
White students (who are perceived as having institutional support) and
engaging in campus-wide activities (that patronize Black cultural norms and
epistemologies) seems somewhat unnatural and abnormal.
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Perception of Institutional Support
If the institutional support of Black and other students of color is
defined by the kinds of student services available and one’s ability to be
involved in extracurricular activities then we could assume that the
University of Massachusetts Amherst supports all of its students, including
those of color (see Table 5.4).
Table 5.4
Unavailability of
Student Services
‘Student services and resources are available to all students regardless of race'
Freauencv
Stronglv agree
Agree
No opinion
Disagree
Total

Percent

Valid
Percent

3
17
2
8
30

10
56.7
6.7
26.7
100

Cumulative
Percent
10
56.7
6.7
26.7
100

10
66.7
73.3
100

However, if we presumed that institutional support, particularly of
African-American students, were defined by other factors related to the
school’s administrative practices (the Bursar’s Office, Financial Aid, etc.) and
what takes place in the classroom and the dinning commons, we would
argue that the University of Massachusetts Amherst is selective regarding
who they support. Therefore, African-American students are not supported
the way they should be.
The majority of the data uncovered in this inquiry revealed that Black
American students don’t feel supported by the institution. In spite of an
academic support program (CCEBMS), several Black faculty and
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administrators, an assortment of cultural centers, and various ethnic-specific
RSO’s African-American students still do not feel politically secure. The
previous chapter clearly documents this (see Tables 4.5, 4.6, and 4.8 in
chapter four).
It would make sense for Black students not to feel supported when
they’re objectified by their instructors (and teaching assistants) in the
classroom. The core of the scholastic experience for most who attend college
is equated with the classroom experience, because it’s where the majority of
the students spend their time. Yet, as previously documented, many Blacks
at PWIs like the UMass/Amherst, tune out or disengage from participating in
the scholastic process because of the type of atmosphere cultivated in the
classroom. It’s one in which the instructor is (at times, subconsciously) more
preoccupied with how the current social issue, which is being discussed,
relates to Black Americans than how it relates to each individual student’s
way of knowing or making sense.
Even more disturbing is the fact that racialized climates in
predominantly White college classrooms is the norm. Peter Pouncey (1993)
the President of Amherst college, stated that Black students at his school
reported that they are assumed to represent the 'Black’ point of view as if it
were monolithic; as if there were such a thing. According to him Black

students at his school were not ready for the level of racist assumptions
juxtaposed on them by their instructors and counterparts. One of his
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students even told him that as a rule, he studies the faces of all of his
professors on the first day of class to look for signs of a racist instructor.
That’s a terrible way to live.
No faculty member or TA (of any ethnicity) would dare ask a White
student how White people feel about a specific topic or how they feel about
themselves, as a group, in a particular situation. It’s ludicrous. The academic
community would totally dismiss that kind of questioning as an absurd
inquiry (with little or no foundation), yet it’s what is often asked of AfricanAmerican students in predominantly White classrooms at UMass Amherst
and other PWls across the country.
Because the classroom may be the one place that sets the tone for
how students, holistically, make sense of their collegiate experience, it is safe
to assume that most Black students at UMass/Amherst are tired of being
treated as a collective, rather than as individuals with diverse intelligent
thoughts, ideas and perceptions. This particular treatment only trivializes
and belittles their existence and experience as cognitive beings of the human
race. Yet, its what is practiced in a very normal way in many classrooms
across campus.
Ironically, Black (UMass/Amherst) student perceptions suggest that
preconceived notions or falsehoods centered around the idea that (most)
Black students are homogenous creatures that act and think alike sets the
stage for White faculty and students to force African-American students into
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collective vexation. Thus, as a group, Black American students at
UMass/Amherst and at PWIs across the country tend to be frustrated and
incensed by mainstream presumptions of inferiority and homogeneity, which
are notions often formulated before they even step foot on campus.
Subsequently, the one thing that African-American students at
predominantly White UMass/Amherst and at PWIs across the country can be
counted on to do collectively is respond with anger and disdain to a
discriminatory institutional collegiate system. African-American students,
ostensibly, have no other choice but to be upset when the institution of
higher learning, at which they attend, treats most of what they socially and
culturally gravitate towards as tangential, marginal, nihilistic actualities that
should be periodically tolerated (for political correctness), but never
embraced as rudimentary entities of the campus culture.
Even Black students who’ve attained high levels of scholastic success
are not immune from the effects of isolation, alienation, and cultural
dissonance on predominantly White campuses.
A study of successful African-American students conducted at Kent
State University, (Dorsey; Jackson, 1995) revealed that in spite of their level
of academic satisfaction and achievement a substantial percentage reported
feelings of sociocultural isolation, in terms of the campus, which is why the
data generated by the survey remains meaningful and substantial. The
examiners Marlene S. Dorsey and Anita P. Jackson (1995) went on to say:
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Slightly more than half (55%) of the students felt that there was no
feeling of shared interests and purposes, nor a strong sense of
community on the campus. Almost the same number (50%) reported
that services, information, and facilities were not conducive to the
success of African-American students. In addition, a little over half
(53%) of these students reported that the campus atmosphere was
not conducive to racial harmony and balance. For example, 62% felt
the university did not adequately address issues of discrimination and
racism. Forty-six percent believed that the university made no effort
to make students fell comfortable on campus. Seventy-six and eighttenths percent (76.8%) indicated that it was difficult to meet and
make friends (p. 192).
This dynamic is not new or isolated. In fact it’s normal. How Black
students maintain positive outlooks about the collegiate experience is a
mystery. There’s absolutely no way that African-American students can or
should feel supported when racist viewpoints are built into the structure or
fabric of PWIs like the University of Massachusetts Amherst.

Perception of the CCEBMS Program
The perception of the CCEBMS program, throughout the course of the
study took on many forms and differences of opinion. Initially, in the first
group session the program took on a great deal of criticism from the
respondents. The second group session resulted in less CCEBMS bashing. And
in the personal interviews the sentiment was even less malignant and more
centered around what the program lacked, namely: professionalism; career
related resources; available helpful advising staff; and a strong tutoring
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component. Yet, the survey indicate that CCEBMS is helpful and useful (see
Table 5.5 & 5.6).
Table 5.5
Unhelpful Advising
*CCEBMS advisins is not helpful
Freauencv
Strongly agree
Agree
No opinion
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Total

Percent

Valid
Percent

1
4
4
9
12
30
30

3.3
13.3
13.3
30
40
100
100

Cumulative
Percent

3.3
13.3
13.3
30
40
100

3.3
16.7
30
60
100

Table 5.6
CCEBMS’ Presence
The presence of CCEBMS is academically comforting'
Freauencv
Strongly agree
Agree
No opinion
Strongly disagree
Total

15
10
4
1
30

Percent

Valid Percent

50
33.3
13.3
3.3
100

50
33.3
13.3
3.3
100

Cumulative Percent
50
83.3
96.7
100

The incongruency of the data that exists between the questionnaires
(refer to Table 5.5 and 5.6) and the focus group and interview-commentary
could mean a number of things. It could mean that the original research
group could represent a potentially biased sample, which would infer that
there’s another profile of Black American students at UMass/Amherst that
the researcher failed to account for; it could mean that the nature of the
methodology being used to measure the phenomenon influences the
character of the data, thus creating a dichotomy between the output
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generated from the focus group and surveys and the data generated from the
surveys; or it could be a reflection of diverse opinions among AfricanAmerican students. The discrepancy between the different perceptions of
CCEBMS could feasibly be a culmination of all four hypotheses. There really
is no way to measure or appraise the degree to which any of these postulates
are accurate. What can be asserted is that each CCEBMS student tends to
view the program differently, which probably accounts for the universal
misinterpretation of the role of CCEBMS among Black students at the
University of Massachusetts Amherst.
As indicated in the previous chapters the program was designed
under the auspices of recruitment and academic support, for AfricanAmericans, through a socio-cultural context. But not many people
understand that. In its earlier days it had strong leadership backed by
outside funding, which enabled it to grow long arms (across campus) so as
to provide for the needs of Black students at predominantly White
UMass/Amherst. Its mission and objectives were clearly outlined.
However, today CCEBMS is a new animal. The goal and directives of
the program have become clouded and obscure, because of depleted funding
and resources, and the absence of a socio-political climate consistent with a
Civil-Rights agenda, which caused it to become dependent on the University.
Thus, the program’s ability to reach African-American students across
campus (with their once long arms) was no longer an option, which may
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serve as a clue as to why many Black students, particularly Lee, believed that
their rights could be infringed upon at any time.
Assuming that is true, it would make sense for African-American
students, who’ve been told CCEBMS is a program designed to meet their
needs, to be disenchanted with the program. It is also plausible to suspect
that the lack of support Black students felt would affect their ability to be
aggressive about their scholarship. This is true, but at what point do we hold
Black students (as we do white and other students) accountable for their
education at predominantly White institutions like the University of
Massachusetts Amherst? More importantly, why in 1997 do we have an
academic support system for African-Americans at UMass/Amherst and
other PWIs? Don’t we realize the implications of such a claim?
It’s too much for Black students to have to deal with. The inferences
easily drawn as a result of the existence of the CCEBMS program are unfair
to students of color, particularly African-Americans.
Maybe CCEBMS juniors and seniors would not be so quick to judge
the program if it were clear what the purpose and role of the program was in
the academic lives of Black students. Currently, Black upper-class students
are very cynical regarding CCEBMS’ role as a support program, as well as
the University’s assertion of being an equal opportunity institution
committed to the idea of cultural-sensitivity related to its constituents.
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A New Understanding: Who Turned On The Lights?
This investigator made two major assumptions or mistakes at the
outset of this study. The first was that Black student perceptions of the
university, no matter how diverse, were directly influenced by their
relationship (or non-relationship) with CCEBMS. Secondly, he assumed that
because the CCEBMS program claims to academically assist disenfranchised
students, students of color, and African-American students that the program
can effectively, address issues of alienation, second-class citizenship,
racialized classrooms, segregated cafeterias and marginalization across
campus.
The first presumption proved to be grossly incorrect as the study
indicated. The respondents had minimal disclosures about their feelings on
CCEBMS relative to the researcher’s expectations. In addition there was no
direct connection between this and how they felt about the University.
Although the sentiment was parallel, the issues were separate in the minds
of the subjects.
The second presumption was even more far fetched. Historically,
programs like CCEBMS, designed to recruit and retain acclimate students in
predominantly White institutions, could never effectively do that because,
simply, it was not constructed to do that. Therefore, African-American
students at UMass/Amherst and PWIs across the nation are left with the
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burden of overcoming over hundreds of years institutional exclusion without
any outside support.
You cannot effectively acclimate Black students in PWIs, without
addressing issues rooted in racism across campus. You can’t. Such an
assumption is impossible and ultimately unfair to African-American students
at the University as well as the CCEBMS program.
At one time in its history (during origination) CCEBMS was effective,
thus increasing the possibility of education attainment at the collegiate level
for its constituents, but not anymore. Its no longer equipped to affect change
they way it used to, plus the political climate of the society (which impacts
the school’s posture) has changed. The national mindset currently believes
that African-Americans are politically up-to-speed now per the Civil Rights
Movement and Affirmative Action legislation and initiatives. Therefore,
CCEBMS should not be in existence, but since it is, Black students at
UMass/Amherst shouldn’t have any reason to feel marginalized or
mistreated.
However, racialized climates and attitudes externalized and
internalized in administrative offices (like the Bursar’s, the Registrar’s,
Financial Aid, etc.) classrooms and dinning halls across campus suggest that
all is not well. It also connotes that,CCEBMS, the Black program for Black
students with Black problems cannot be effective because of its poor design

and curriculum. Thus, the program has been scapegoated as an ineffective
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resource; ultimately trivializing their existence as well the students they
serve.
It enables Black students to easily be labeled as victims to play the
‘victim game/ as indicated by Steele (1993). Thus, being treated as a
collective may induce them to respond as a collective in the form of victims
to collegiate injustices, which may be how CCEBMS, the University, and
America views or identifies African-American students.
The results of this systemic victimization are: a population of AfricanAmerican students who are inclined to subjectively disengage in classrooms
ultimately compromising the quality of their education attrition rate; and a
Black collegiate community that-aside from being disconnected from the
culture of the campus and distrustful of the University-appears desperate to
get out (graduate) and not look back.
According to the researcher, the CCEBMS dynamic is symbolic of
institutional deception practiced by the University. The fact that it has
evolved into a construct that is set up to fail and mislead folks should not be
difficult to discern. Leadership and management initiatives, inherently, are
governed by university interests, not the interests of CCEBMS students who
it claims to assist. It’s a wonderfully effective hustle.
Very few African-American students recognize the sophistication of
this trickery, as indicated by the negative remarks made about CCEBMS
issued during the focus groups and personal interviews.
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The complexity and intricacy of this dynamic, or hustle, perpetrated
by the university, is predicated upon an assumption that the erection of a
culturally-specific academic support network for African-American students
represents equity, equality, and fairness at the institution. But seemingly
they're only posturing. The inability of the CCEBMS program to accentuate
the academic realities of Black students is not a reflection of programmatic
inadequacy, but an indication of the degree to which the collegiate
curriculum of social and cultural exclusion and disenfranchisement
academically impacts Black students at the University.
The fact that the University pretends to maintain a program that
addresses the needs of African-Americans in the context of academics does
not mean that other needs (akin to the socio-cultural baggage they arrive
with), which are central to their lives on predominantly White campuses,
will be met.
Although, there are socio-cultural structures in place designed to
address the social and cultural needs of African-American students, most still
feel unwelcome at the institution. Yet, the University has successfully
deceived the masses into thinking that they do practice and embrace
multiculturalism and the social, cultural, and academic politics of inclusion,
particularly in the case of African-American students.
Essentially, the racial problems African-American students encounter
at the University of Massachusetts Amherst and other PWIs will never be
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rectified or equalized by bandaid solutions like culturally-specific academic
support programs (CCEBMS), but from within the fabric of the institution.
Currently, the CCEBMS Program, the cultural centers on campus, and
the Black RSO’s-in a very peculiar arrangement-tend to exist, politically,
outside the core of the institution’s interest, yet remain part of its budget.
These structures are additives to an already-made mixture. It is very much
like a cup of tea in which the addition of milk or sugar, and how much, is
optional, but the tea bag and water is not. The addition of the CCEBMS
Program, the cultural centers, and the RSO’s are also optional and therefore
not requirements for the substance or existence of the University.
Mostly, what is discouraging is that until this paradigm legitimately
changes, only a handful of Black students will graduate with a decent sense
of their collegiate experience while the rest will leave with feelings of
animosity and frustration as a result of the racialized climate and the
underdeveloped support program (CCEBMS) which never supported them in
the capacity, which they needed it; ultimately, jeopardizing the quality of
their academic and professional attainment.
However, in spite of their institutional reality, this researcher
maintains that African-American students at University of Massachusetts at
Amherst (and PWIs around the nation) are still responsible for the
attainment of higher learning and quality education. Anything less, within
the context of European-supremacy, which we as a society subscribe to, will
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translate into the validation of oppression of African-American collegians. Its
unfair, but it is abnormally real.

Recommendations For Further Study

Researcher Assumptions
It is highly imperative that any researcher or investigator pay close
attention to their own preconceived notion as it relates to the kind of
examination they’re trying to conduct. Specifically, researchers conducting
studies should be as clear as possible about the question he or she is asking
and even clearer about the assumptions they make related to the (research)
question.
At the initial stage of this inquiry, the researcher found that his lack
of an exhaustive analysis of his own assumptions regarding the perceptions
of African-American students in the context of desegregation (and other
related issues) at predominantly White University of Massachusetts Amherst
and its relationship to the Committee for the Collegiate Education of Black
and Other Minority Students (CCEBMS) program clouded his perspective of
the investigation and potentially jeopardized the core of the study’s direction
and purpose.
Subsequently, it made the process of data collection and analysis
more complex and difficult. At times the researcher found himself drifting
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into uncharted waters with respect to what he claimed he was looking for.
Fortunately, further scrutiny of the researcher’s (endemic) assumptions and
perpetual conversations with his (doctoral) committee members helped him
generate a greater sense of perspective and a manageable frame of reference
within which to feel secure about the posture he was taking.

Methodologies
On many occasions the researcher felt like one form of
instrumentation revealed stronger more tangible results than other forms.
Both the individual interviews and the focus group sessions revealed clear
concise data that could be easily analyzed. However, the surveyquestionnaires were more difficult to observe because of the low rate of
return (11%). It caused the researcher to question the results of this output.
He believed that because the survey-questionnaires were
disseminated two and half weeks before the summer vacation most students
tend to be preoccupied with finals, the prospect of graduation, and planning
for the summer. He construed that many Black students, although interested
in the dynamics of the study, were not on task in terms of responding to the
questionnaires, because of other things of significance going on in their life.
The researcher had intended to triangulate the data by using all these
different forms of data collection to paint an undeniably accurate picture of
Black student perceptions on the campus of UMass/Amherst.
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Obviously, triangulation of the information was not a complete
success, but most of the data was strong and significant enough for decent
analysis. It’s important for researchers to have a complete understanding of
the way their participants may respond to the kinds of instrumentation
utilized in appraising the opinions and attitudes of research subjects.
For instance, the focus groups and interviews were carried out in such
a way that the participants felt free to speak their mind and seemed more
engaged in the process of feedback. This methodology complemented the
African-American context of high-socialization and interaction.
However, the survey-questionnaires were less interactive and sociallycognitive than the previously used instruments. The nature of the process of
conducting survey-questionnaires coupled with the fact that the surveys may
have been disseminated at the worst possible time during the course of the
academic school year exacerbated the low rate of return of this researcher’s
survey.

Analysis
How collected information is analyzed is very critical in terms of how
the researcher makes sense of the study and its process. In the case of this
study some of the material was more tangible than others. Some of that was
due to that structure of the method being used and other times it had to do
more with the respondents interpretation of what they felt the researcher
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was looking for (or not looking for). So the investigator, ultimately, must be
very cautious and careful in how he or she constructs the context of his or
her analysis.
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APPENDIX A
INTERVIEW FRAMEWORK
The following interview questions were produced as a result of the focus group
sessions conducted prior to the interviews. These questions reflect issues of
saliency, particularly related to how they conceptualization their experiences at
the University of UMass/Amherst.
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

PART 1
1) Where did you grow up?
2) How would you describe this place?
3) What socio-economic class do you fall into?
4) How would you describe your educational background before coming to
UMass?
5) How do you think it affected your thinking in terms of who are as a Black
person?
6) In what ways did your culture, economic situation (at home), and your
educational background prepare you or not prepare you for the social, academic,
and cultural dynamics of UMASS?
PART 2
7) How comfortable are you on the campus of UMass/Amherst and why?
8) Is there anything that would make you more comfortable?
9) Does the CCEBMS Situation help or hinder when we talk about feeling
academically, socially, and culturally comfortable?
10) Are there tangible or intangible limitations for Black students at UMass and
how does it affect their quality of education?
11) What does the Malcolm X Center and CCEBMS individually symbolize to you?
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12) After graduating, would you return to a CCEBMS Alumni reunion banquet if
they had one? Why or Why not?
13) Is there really a mainstream culture at UMass that locks out Black students
and if so please give an example?
14) What was it like for you when you first came to the campus?
15) What was your view on the faculty?
16) . What was the difference between how you used to view the campus and how
you view it now? (From any stand-point)
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WRITTEN CONSENT FORM
Dear Research Participant,
My name is Sean S. Warner. I am a Doctoral candidate in the School of
Education at the University of Massachusetts/Amherst. I am framing a dissertation
study around the perceptions and personal narratives of (campus) AfricanAmerican upperclassmen to determine if their sense of isolation and segregation
correlate with the CCEBMS program.
To gain new insights in terms of the research I, the researcher, will conduct
a series of interviews., namely: focused group and long interviews. All interviews
will be held in a place considered safe by both the research participant and the
research evaluator.
In an effort to protect the identity of the participants their names will not
be used in the study. If necessary pseudonyms will be assigned accordingly. In
addition, only the researcher and the chairperson of his committee will have
access to the transcriptions yielded from the interviews.
The research participant has the right to withdraw from the project
(without prejudice) at any time. He/she also has the right to request a copy of the
final report, but under no circumstances may influence the interpretation of the
researcher’s findings. Lastly, the field notes or interview material will be utilized,
only, for professional presentations or generating articles. Anything beyond those
parameters will require the written consent of the research participant.
The involvement of the research participant is greatly appreciated. Thank
you very much.

I have read, understand, and agree with above:

Research Participant Signature

Researcher Signature

Sean S. Warner
345 Lincoln Ave Apt. #1014
Amherst, MA 01002
(413) 546-5462
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Date

APPENDIX B
SURVEY-QUESTIONNAIRE FRAMEWORK
The following questions came about as a result of the commentary revealed in the
interviews and the focus groups. Essentially, the purpose of this questionnaire was
to test the validity of responses offered by the research group.

SURVEY-QUESTIONNAIRE

1) . As a student at UMass/Amherst I’m very connected to the University.
a. strongly agree

b. agree

c. no opinion

d. disagree

e. strongly disagree

d. disagree

e. strongly disagree

2) . I don’t feel very connected to the campus.
a. strongly agree

b. agree

c. no opinion

3) . My place of residence on campus is very comfortable.
a. strongly agree

b. agree

c. no opinion

d. disagree

e. strongly disagree

d. disagree

e. strongly disagree

4) I’m not comfortable where I live on campus.
a. strongly agree

b. agree

c. no opinion

5) . The lack of diversity at the dinning commons is bothers me when I eat.
a. strongly agree

b. agree

c. no opinion

d. disagree

e. strongly disagree

6) When eating at the dinning commons I’m unmoved by the lack of diversity,
a. strongly agree

b. agree

c. no opinion

d. disagree

e. strongly disagree

7) . As a student of color I don’t feel socially isolated on campus.
a. strongly agree

b. agree

c. no opinion

d. disagree

e. strongly disagree

8) I continue to feel socially isolated, as a result of my ethnicity, on campus,
a. strongly agree

b. agree

c. no opinion

d. disagree

e. strongly agree

9) Aside from sitting next to White students in class and lab I have a lot of contact
with them, daily.
a. strongly agree

b. agree

c. no opinion

d. disagree

e. strongly disagree

10) My daily contact with White students, aside from sitting next to them in lab
or class is almost nil.
a. strongly agree

b. agree

c. no opinion
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d. disagree

e. strongly disagree

11) I have no problem interacting with students from various cultural and ethnic
backgrounds.
a. strongly agree

b. agree

c. no opinion

d. disagree

e. strongly disagree

12) I cannot interact with students from other cultures and ethnicities without
incident.
a. strongly agree

b. agree

c. no opinion

d. disagree

e. strongly disagree

13) My experiences with faculty indicate that they are unaffected by my skin
color.
a. strongly agree

b. agree

c. no opinion

d. disagree

e. strongly disagree

14) The faculty are heavily affected by my Blackness.
a. strongly agree

b. agree

c. no opinion

d. disagree

e. strongly disagree

15) Negative remarks about Blacks made by students in class go unchallenged by
most course instructors.
a. strongly agree

b. agree

c. no opinion

d. disagree

e. strongly disagree

16) Negative remarks about Blacks made by students in class are challenged by
most course instructors.
a. strongly agree

b. agree

c. no opinion

d. disagree

e. strongly disagree

17) . I am confident in the University’s ability to respond effectively to incidents of
racial and ethnic harassment against Black students.
a. strongly agree

b. agree

c. no opinion

d. disagree

e. strongly disagree

18) I am not confident in the University’s ability to respond effectively to incidents
of racial and ethnic harassment against Black students.
a. strongly agree

b. agree

c. no opinion

d. disagree

e. strongly disagree

19) . Limitations are imposed upon me because of my race.
a. strongly agree

b. agree

c. no opinion

d. disagree

e. strongly disagree

20) . There are no limitations impose upon me because of my race.
a. strongly agree

b. agree

c. no opinion

d. disagree

e. strongly disagree

21) Student services and resources are available based on your ethnicity.
a. strongly agree

b. agree

c. no opinion

d. disagree

e. strongly disagree

22) Student services and resources are available to all students regardless of race,
a. strongly agree

b. agree

c. no opinion

d. disagree

e. strongly disagree

c. no opinion

d. disagree

e. strongly disagree

23) .CCEBMS advising is helpful.
a. strongly agree

b. agree

24) CCEBMS advising is not helpful.
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a. strongly agree

b. agree

c. no opinion

d. disagree

e. strongly disagree

25) .The tutorial services offered by CCEBMS is satisfactory.
a. strongly agree

b. agree

c. no opinion

d. disagree

e. strongly disagree

26) The tutorial services offered by CCEBMS is unsatisfactory.
a. strongly agree

b. agree

c. no opinion

d. disagree

e. strongly disagree

27) . Peer counseling at CCEBMS helps more than it hinders.
a. strongly agree

b. agree

c. no opinion

d. disagree

e. strongly disagree

28) Peer counseling at CCEBMS is more of a hindrance than it is helpful.
a. strongly agree

b. agree

c. no opinion

d. disagree

e. strongly disagree

29) The presence of CCEBMS brings me social and academic comfort.
a. strongly agree

b. agree

c. no opinion

d. disagree

e. strongly disagree

30) The presence of CCEBMS does not affect my social and academic comfortlevel.
a. strongly agree

b. agree

c. no opinion

d. disagree

e. strongly disagree

31) This institution practices a sophisticated type of racism.
a. strongly agree

b. agree

c. no opinion

d. disagree

e. strongly disagree

32) . This institution does not practice any kind of racism.
a. strongly agree

b. agree

c. no opinion
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d. disagree

e. strongly disagree

SURVEY-QUESTIONNAIRE
COVER LETTER
Dear student of color,
You have been chosen as one of a small number of students to participate
in a study that examines the perceptions of Black students on the campus of
UMass/Amherst. The success of this analysis, which I, Sean S. Warner of the
School Of Education, have constructed depends solely on your cooperation. Your
response is vital.
Enclosed you’ll find a 5-scale survey-questionnaire that will take you no
more than ten minutes to complete. Circle the letter of the answer that best
reflects your opinions and experiences, as it relates to UMass/Amherst and turn
the survey in at one of the following designated drop-off points. Also, your
identity will be protected.
Drop off points are as follows:
- CCEBMS (New Africa House rm. 210 and rm. 208)
- Sylvan Cluster Office
- JQA Cluster Office
- Gorman-Wheeler Cluster Office
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RESULTS OF THE SURVEY
Tables
I am a member of a varsity team:
Freauencv
Valid no.
Total

Percent

30
_30
30

Valid Percent
100
100
100

Cumulative Percent
100
100

100

Table 4.2
I am a':
Freauencv
Female
Male
Total

20
10
_30
30

Percent

Valid Percent

66.7
33.3
100
100

66.7
33.3
100

Cumulative Percent
66.7
100

My place of residence is:
Freauencv
Southwest
Northeast
Central
Off cammis
Total

10
3
12
5
30
30

Percent

Valid Percent

33.3
10
40
16.7
100
100

33.3
10
40
16.7
100

Cumulative Percent
33.3
43.3
83.3
100

Tm not comfortable where I live on campus
Freauencv
Stronglv agree
Agree
No opinion
Disagree
Stronglv disagree
Total
Svstem Missing
Total

3
2
7
7
10
29
1
1
30

Percent

Valid Percent
10.3
6^9
24.1
24.1
34.5
100

10
6.7
23.3
23.3
33.3
96.7
3.3
33
100
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Cumulative Percent
10.3
17.2
41.4
65.5
100

Freauencv
Stronelv agree
Agree
No opinion
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Total

Percent

5
10
3
10
2
_30
30

Valid Percent

16.7
33.3
10
33.3
6.7
100
100

16.7
33.3
10
33.3
6.7
100

Cumulative Percent
16.7
50
60
93.3
100

Table 5.5A
CCEBMS advising is not helvfuV
Freauencv
Strongly agree
Agree
No opinion
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Total

Percent

1
4
4
9
12
30
30

Valid Percent

3.3
13.3
13.3
30
40
100
100

3.3
13.3
13.3
30
40
100

Cumulative Percent
3.3
16.7
30
60
100

Table 4.6
I am not confident in the University's ability to respond effectively to incidents of harrassment against Black students'
Freauencv
Strongly agree
Agree
No opinion
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Total

Percent

5
15
5
3
2
30

Valid Percent

16.7
50
16.7
10
6.7
100

16.7
50
16.7
10
6.7
100

Cumulative Percent
16.7
66.7
83.3
93.3
100

The faculty are affected by my Blackness
Freauencv
Strongly agree
Agree
No opinion
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Total

1
8
10
8
3
30

Percent

Valid Percent
33
26.7
33.3
26.7
10
100

3.3
26.7
33.3
26.7
10
100

Cumulative Percent
3J3
30
63.3
90
100

Table 4.4
There are no social limitations im Dosed upon me as a student of color'
Cumulative Percent
Valid Percent
Freauencv Percent
Agree
No opinion
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Total

5
4
13
8
30

16.7
13.3
43.3
26.7
100

16.7
13.3
43.3
26.7
100
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16.7
30
73.3
100

My place of residence on campus is comfortable
Freauencv
Strongly agree
Agree
No opinion
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Total
System Missing
Total

6
14
7
1
1
29
1
1
30

Percent

Valid Percent

20
46.7
23.3
3.3
3.3
96.7
3.3
3.3
100

20.7
48.3
24.1
3.4
3.4
100

Cumulative Percent
20.7
69
93.1
96.6
100

I cannot interact with students from other cultures and ethnicities without having problems
Freauencv
No opinion
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Total
System Missing
Total

4
12
13
29
1
1
30

Percent

Valid Percent

13.3
40
43.3
96.7
3.3
3.3
100

13.8
41.4
44.8
100

Cumulative Percent
13.8
55.2
100

Table 4.10
Peer counselim at CCEBMS helps more than it hinders'
Freauencv
Strongly agree
Agree
No opinion
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Total

6
14
7
2
1
30

Percent

Valid Percent
20
46.7
23.3
6/7
33
100

20
46.7
23.3
6.7
3.3
100

Cumulative Percent
20
66.7
90
96.7
100

The presence of CCF.BMS does not affect my academic comfort-level
Cumulative Percent
Valid Percent
Freauencv Percent
Strongly agree
Agree
No opinion
Disagree
Strongly disagr
Total
System Missing
Total

1
8
4
8
7
28
2
2
30

3J>
28.6
14.3
28.6
25
100

3.3
26.7
13.3
26.7
23.3
93.3
6.7
6.7
100
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3.6
32.1
46.4
75
100

I feel socially isolated, as a result ofmv ethnicity. on campus
Freauencv
Strongly agree
Agree
No opinion
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Total
System Missing
Total

2
3
3
11
9
28
2
_2
30

Percent

Valid Percent

6/7
10
10
36.7
30
93.3
6.7
6.7
100

Cumulative Percent

LI

LI

10.7
10.7
39.3
32.1
100

17.9
28.6
67.9
100

If I lived somewhere else mv verce Dtion about UMass/Amherst would be different
Freauencv
Strongly agree
Agree
No opinion
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Total

4
9
8
4
5
30

Percent

Valid Percent

13.3
30
26.7
13.3
16.7
100

Cumulative Percent

13.3
30
26.7
13.3
16.7
100

13.3
43.3
70
83.3
100

Table 4.7
My experiences with faculty indicate that they are unaffected bv mv skin color'
Freauencv
Strongly agree
Agree
No opinion
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Total
System Missing
Total

3
10
6
8
2
29
1
I
30

Percent

Valid Percent
10.3
34.5
20.7
27.6
6.9
100

10
33.3
20
26.7
6.7
96.7
3.3
323
100
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Cumulative Percent
10.3
44.8
65.5
93.1
100

Table 5.2
Negative remarks about Blacks made by students in class are challenged bv most course instructors'
Freauencv
Stronelv agree
Agree
No opinion
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Total
System Missing
Total

2
5
8
11
3
29
1
I
30

Percent

Valid Percent

6.7
16.7
26.7
36.7
10
96.7
3.3
33
100

Cumulative Percent

6.9
17.2
27.6
37.9
10.3
100

6.9
24.1
51.7
89.7
100

Table 4.9
I am not bothered biv the lack of student diversity at the dinning commons'
Freauencv
Strongly agree
Agree
No ODinion
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Total
System Missing
Total

1
4
15
6
3
29
I
I
30

Percent

Valid Percent

3.3
13.3
50
20
10
96.7
33
3.3
100

3.4
13.8
51.7
20.7
10.3
100

Cumulative Percent
3.4
17.2
69
89.7
100

Table 5.3
I have no problem interacting with students from various cultural and ethnic backgrounds
Freauencv
Strongly agree
Agree
No opinion
Disagree
Total
System Missing
Total

16
10
1
2
29
1
1
30

Percent

Valid Percent
55.2
34.5
3.4
6.9
100

53.3
33.3
3.3
6.7
96.7
3.3
3.3
100
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Cumulative Percent
55.2
89.7
93.1
100

I don't feel connected to the camvus
Freauencv
Stronelv agree
Agree
No opinion
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Total
System Missing
Total

1
9
2
14
3
29
1
i
30

Percent

Valid Percent

33
30
6.7
46.7
10
96.7
33
33
100

Cumulative Percent

M

3A
34.5
41.4
89.7
100

31
6^9
48.3
10.3
100

Student services and resources are less available to me because o rmv ethnicitv
Freauencv
Strongly agree
Agree
No opinion
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Total
System Missing
Total

r

1
5
4
15
4
29
1
1
30

Percent

Valid Percent

3.3
16.7
13.3
50
13.3
96.7
33
33
100

3.4
17.2
13.8
51.7
13.8
100

Cumulative Percent
3.4
20.7
34.5
86.2
100

Negative remarks about Blacks made by students in class go unchallenged by most course instructors'
Frequency
Strongly agree
Agree
No opinion
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Total
System Missing
Total

2
9
12
4
2
29
i
1
30

Percent

Valid Percent
6.9
31
41.4
13.8
6.9
100

6.7
30
40
13.3
6.7
96.7
33
33
100
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Cumulative Percent
6.9
37.9
79.3
93.1
100

Freauencv
Strongly agree
Agree
No opinion
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Total
System Missing
Total

4
10
4
9
2
29
1
I
30

Percent

Valid Percent

13.3
33.3
13.3
30
6.7
96.7
3.3
3.3
100

13.8
34.5
13.8
31
6.9
100

Cumulative Percent
13 8
48.3
62 1
93.1
100

Table 4.11
CCEBMS advisim is helpful'
Freauencv
Strongly agree
Agree
No opinion
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Total
System Missing
Total

Percent

Valid Percent

8
26.7
12
40
4
13.3
13.3
4
1
3.3
29
96.7
1
3.3
1 _323
30
100

27.6
41.4
13.8
13.8
3.4
100

Cumulative Percent
27.6
69
82.8
96.6
100

Table 4.5
This institution practices racism'
Freauencv
Strongly agree
Agree
No opinion
Disagree
Total

5
16
5
4
30

Percent

Valid Percent

16.7
53.3
16.7
13.3
100

16.7
53.3
16.7
13.3
100

Cumulative Percent
16.7
70
86.7
100

As IS university student of color there are no limitations imposed upon me because ofmv race
Freauencv
Strongly agree
Agree
No opinion
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Total
System Missing
Total

Percent

5
9
6
6
3
_29
1
1

16.7
30
20
20
10
96.7
3.3
3.3

30

100

Valid Percent
17.2
31
20.7
20.7
10.3
100
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Cumulative Percent
17.2
48.3
69
89.7
100

The tutorial services offered bv CCEBMS are unsatisfactory
Freauencv
Agree
No ODinion
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Total

4
10
12
4
30

Percent

Valid Percent

13.3
33.3
40
13.3
100

13.3
33.3
40
13.3
100

Cumulative Percent
13.3
46.7
86.7
100

Table 5.5B
The presence of CCEBMS is academically comforting'
Freauencv
Strongly agree
Agree
No opinion
Strongly disagree
Total

15
10
4
1
30

Percent

Valid Percent

50
33.3
13.3
3.3
100

50
33.3
13.3
3.3
100

Cumulative Percent
50
83.3
96.7
100

This institution does not practice any kind of racism
Freauencv
Agree
No ODinion
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Total

2
5
12
11
30

Percent

Valid Percent

6.7
16.7
40
36.7
100

6.7
16.7
40
36.7
100

Cumulative Percent
6.7
23.3
63.3
100

As a student at UMass/Amherst I feel connected to the campus
Freauencv
Stronglv agree
Agree
No ODinion
Disagree
Stronglv disagree
Total

Percent

Valid Percent

2
6.7
56.7
17
3.3
1
6 _20
13.3
4
30
100

67
56.7
3^3
20
13.3
100

Cumulative Percent
67
63.3
66.7
86.7
100

them in lab or in class, is almost nil.
Freauencv
Stronglv agree
Agree
No ODinion
Disagree
Stronglv disagree
Total

2
7
3
9
8
1
30

Percent

Valid Percent
6^7
23.3
IQ
30
26.7
33
100

67
23.3
IQ
30
26.7
3.3
100
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Cumulative Percent
67
30
40
70
96.7
100

Peer Counseling at CCEBMS is more of a hindrance than a help
Freauencv
Stronslv agree
Agree
No opinion
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Total

Percent

1
3
7
11
8
30

Valid Percent

3.3
10
23.3
36.7
26.7
100

Cumulative Percent

3.3
IQ
23.3
36.7
26.7
100

3.3
13.3
36.7
73.3
100

I am confident in the university's ability to respond effectively to incidents of harassment asainst Black students
Freauencv
Agree
No ODinion
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Total

Percent

3
5
15
7
30

Valid Percent

10
16.7
50
23.3
100

Cumulative Percent

10
16.7
50
23.3
100

10
26.7
76.7
100

Table 4.12
The tutorial services offered by CCEBMS is satisfactory1
Freauencv
Strongly agree
Agree
No oninion
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Total

Percent
4

2
12
3
1
_1
30

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent
13.3
43.3
83.3
93.3
96.7
100

13.3
13.3
30
30
40
40
10
10
3.3
3.3
3.3 _33
100
100

Table 5.4
Student services and resources are available to all students regardless of race'
Freauencv
Strongly agree
Agree
No opinion
Disagree
Total

Percent
3

17
2
8
30

Cumulative Percent

Valid Percent

10
56.7
6.7
26.7
100

IQ

IQ

56.7
6/7
26.7
100

66.7
73.3
100

Mv vercevtions of UMass/Amherst would be the same resardless of where I lived on campus
Cumulative Percent
Valid Percent
Freauencv 1 Percent
Strongly agree
Agree
No opinion
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Total

3
8
7
10
2
30

IQ

10
26.7
23.3
33.3
6J
100

IQ

36.7
26.7
23.3 _60
93.3
33.3
100
6/7
100
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Table 5.1
The lack of student diversity at the dinnins commons bothers me1
Freauencv
Strongly agree
Agree
No opinion
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Total
System Missing
Total

Percent

2
6.7
5
16.7
16
53.3
5
16.7
3.3
1
29
96.7
3.3
1
1 _323
100
30

Valid Percent
6.9
17.2
55.2
17.2
3.4
100

Cumulative Percent
6.9
24.1
79.3
96.6
100
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